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The impedance of the skin was found to possess frequency-dependent
properties. The magnitude-frequency plot of the impedance resembled
that of an RC parallel netwok, but the straight line slope at
intermediate frequencies was less than unity. In the complex plane
the impedance exhibited a. circular-arc locus with the centre
displaced from the real axis. These -effects could be described
by an equivalent model consisting of a constant phase polarization
admittance of the form (jwe)a and a shunt resistance. From the
stripping experiments it.was found that the impedance was caused
by the laminae structure of the epidermal stratum corneurn, and in
particular, those cell. layers nearest to the surface had the
predominant effects. Hence the existence of a 'barrier lrjyerl
was disqualified. In palmar areas the shunt resistance was deter°rrinec
by the resistance of the filled sweat ducts, and the presence of
s orne partially filled ducts resulted in a low--frequency departure
in the complex impedance locus.
For the given form of impedance function, the voltage
transient response was shown to be a bounded and weal-defined
function of time, and could be evaluated numerically at discre Le
time intervals. A simple scheme was developed to infer the parameter:
of the impedance function from the experimental response curve.
The method ultilized the convergence property of the response curves
and by a normalization process (both in magnitude and in time scale)
the experimental curve could be compared to a set of computed
response curves.
The effects of some physical factors were also studied.
Two processes were shown to be essential. in producing variations
of the skin impedance the effects of sweating and effective surface
area. In thermoneutral conditions the effect of the sweat glands
was small except in palmar areas. However, in a rigorous state of
sweating palmar sweat glands were found to be inhibited by a
duct-blocking mechanism. ©n. the other hand, instability of the
impedance when using a dry electrode could result from imperfect
electrode contact with the skin, producing pressure and movement
artifacts.
to investigate the objective existence of 'good conductance
points' and their correlates with the acupuncture loci, a more
reliable method using solvent-activated Silver tape electrode was
developed in lieu of Nakatani's Iyodoraku method. Tiny spots of
higher conductance were located on the forearm, but the patterns
of these spots were found 'to be random in nature. I t was shown that
such good conductance spots were created by thermal damage of the
skin tissues when localized current density was built up by a high
excitation voltage.
As the skin was made up of a number of cellular laminae
the impedance of skin was closely related to the impedance of a
single cell. In Part II of the report an attempt was made to derive
the diffusion impedance across a cell membrane. I t was found that
the conventional assumption of microscopic electroneutrality was
inconsistent with the electrodiffusion model. In fact, the transport
of ions could take place in another state involving a space charge
effect. At low frequencies the set up of the space charge was such
that local gain of the cation density was coupled to an equal loss
in anion density, or vice versa. Under this condition the impedance
was shown to be frequency dependent. Moreover, an inductive
effect was also possible for a very thin membrane. These results
had been confirmed experimentally by other workers.
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P A R T O N E
CHAPTER ONE MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
HUMAN SKIN
Histologically the skin is divided into two major parts: the epidermis
which forms the outermost lining over the entire body, and the dermis
or corium directly underneath. Below the dermis lies the subcutaneous
tissue which is mainly made of fat. A typical cross-section of the
human skin is as shown in Fig. l.la, and Fig. l.lb s1k::ws the relative
thickness of each layer and their percentage water contents.
As a boundary between the body and its environment, the
skin carries out important functions such as: (a) protection (b)
sensation (c) excretion (d) temperature regulation and (e) food
reserves Most of these functions are attributable primarily to the
€ pil. dermi s or its appendageal glands. The main functions Usually
attributed to the dermis are simply its strength support to the
epidermis, the appendages, and to the associated nerves, blood and
lymphatic vessels.
!• ir.J.l ,3i Schemeof cross seel ion of humanskin. . 1, epidermis; I', dermis; suhdermis; , horny layer;
b, stratum lueidum; c, granular layer; d r. mucouslayer;, hasal layer; tg i ollagcnotis fibers, , elastic libers;
, papillary capillaries; , sebac i mis gland; , eccrine sweat gland; . terminal hair with small sebaceous
gland; l , downy hair with large sebaceous gland; , basal layer of sebaceous gland; d, sebaceous-gland
cells; -, sweat-glanddmt with capillaries; 5, sweat dmt pore; 7, hair; 'J, exteri al root sheath of hair; III, in¬
ternal root sheath of hair 11ransiioiial laser of hair follicle), from Rothman1 22 i. (Drawing bv H. Keilit,
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Fic.il b The water contents of the different layers of both epidermis and dermis are
indicated. The greater water content of the dermal sliatum papillaris is especially
notable (modified after fig. 73, p. 234 of Die Noi nialc uinl Pmholoai.wlic Physiologic
ilcr Haul by Giintcr Stiittgcn 1965).
1.1 THE DERMIS
The dermis is a structure of connective and elastic tissue and living
cells, nourished by a rich vascular supply consisting of arteries and
a venous plexus in the lowest par::, as well as abundant superficial
capillary networks. Also found within the dermis are numerous nerve
fibers, sense organs, smooth muscle fibers, and glands.
The vascular system, together with its extensive capillary
network and the lymphatic system, drains the entire region with water
and a rich supply of electrolytes. It is thus expected that the
dermis should be a region of high electrical conductivity. Experimental
results show that the resistance of the dermis, together with other
parts 'of the deep tissue, is of the order of 500 S2 (3).The actual
value depends on the path length between electrodes, and is usually
negligible compared with the impedance of the epidermis. Thus the
dermis and the deep tissue are considered as internal links of
electric current throughout the body,
1.2 THE EPIDERMIS
The epidermis may be subdivided into four different layers. The
deepest layer, composed of fully living cells, is known as the
stratum germinativum (or stratum basale). Active cell division
takes place here serving as a main source of the overlying cell
Immediately superficial to the stratum germinativum is the stratum.
granulosum, which consists of two to five layers of spindle-shapped
cells arranged with their long axes parallel to the surface of the
skin. The cytoplasm of these cells contains pigment granules. Above
the stratum granulosum are the stratum .lucidum and stratum corneurri
which are composed of dead cells with no organelles. These cells are
flat polygons often less than 1 'rim thick. The thickness of the
stratum corneum varies considerably over the body surface. On the
forehead it varies between 20 and 40 um in thickness on the palm
and sole it is 400 to 700 um. The stratum lucidum lies immediately
below the stratum corneum, and is about 10 um in thickness. This
layer of cells is only found in the palms and sole: where the straturr
corneum is thickest.
Cells produced in the stratum germ.inativuni continually
migrates towards the surface of the skin, replacing those cells
above them and undergoing the sequence of changes which characterize
the other strata. Finally they are shed at the surface of the
stratum corneurn. In man all the cells of the epidermis are replaced
about once every month the time taken for the cells of the stratum
corneum and the stratum lucidum to be shed is about two days.
1.3 SWEAT GLANDS
1.3.1 Eccrine Sweat Glands
There are two types of sweat glands: the apocrine glands which
derive from the follicular epithelium of the hair and open into
the follicular canal and the eccrine glands which are true
secretory glands. Both glands possess a single-layered secretory
tubule and a double-celled excretory duct, the whole surrounded
by a myoepithelial coat (Fig. 1.2). Whereas the apocrine glands
perform no known useful function except for body odour, the eccrine
glands are chiefly responsible for sweat secretion. Since sweat is
a good electrolyte, it is expected that the eccrine glands must play
an important role in the eledLrical properties of the skin.
The secretory coil of the eccrine glands is situated at the
border of subderrnis and dermis. Secretion is accomplished here by
active solute transport. About one-third of the coil consist-is of
excretory duct, which extends upwards through the dermis in the form
of a straight tubule and opens to the surface of the epidermis as a
pore. In the upper epidermis, however, the duct runs in a corkscrew
pathway reminiscent of tubular nephrons in the kidney, thus
increasing the diffusion rate of sweat into the corneum. The diameter
of a sweat duct is approximately 5- 10 pm.
Fig. 1.2a Schematic diagram of the eccrine sweat
gland showing the coil and duct in cross-section
(4)
Fig.1.2b Schematic diagram of the apocrine sweat gland
showing the coil and duct in cross-section.( 1})
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Fig. 1.3a The control of eccrine sweating. (2)
Thermal [111o11onaI Gust atoi Apoci ino
Fig. 1.3b Patterns of physiological sweating. (2)
In humans the eccrine sweat glands are distributed all over
the skin surface. Local density of sweat pores may vary from k00
per cm on the palms and soles to about 2?0 per cm ~ on the face
and between 80 and 200 on other parts of the body.
The activity of the sweat glands depends on a number of
stimuli, many of which execute direct control over the autonomic
nervous system (Fig. 1.3)• The patterns of secretion resulted from
different types of stimuli also differ markedly (Fig. 1.3b). Thermo¬
regulatory sweating occurs especially on the trunk and face, and may
occur over the body surface including the axillae, palms, and soles.
ErilQtional sweating occurs especially on the palms and soles, and in
the axillae. Physiological gustatory sweating is virtually restricted
to the face, but may also occur elsewhere under pathological conditions.
132 Composition of sweat
Sweat is a dilute solution of a variety of substances (Table 1.1)•
Its actual composition varies among individuals, and even from time
to time. When treated as an electrolyte for the passage of electric
current, it may be considered as a weak saline solution with a
concentration of about 0.3 % (or 0.05 M).
























Table 1.1 Composition of Human Sweat (6)
CHAPTER TWO REVIEW ON THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF SKIN
Skin i5 a mosaic in which layers of laminated structure pile up one
on top of the other- These cell laminae are often perforated by
appendages such as the sweat glands and hair follicles. The electrical
properties of all these structures differ markedly, and very often
they are subject to changes of the ambient and bodily conditions. Thus
the skin appears to be an extremely inhomogeneous structure the
electrical properties Sf which are largely influenced by spatial
heterogenity on the body surface as well as temporal variability
of the environment. This imposes some difficulties in describing
the electrical properties of skin. Furthermore, since the passage
of electrical currents is by means of ionic transfer, the electrical
behaviour will depend somewhat on the electrodeelectrolyte system
employed for the measurement.
The electrical properties of skin include both its impedance
characteristics and its potential. Since we are only concerned with




Since the dermis is freely permeable to ionic movement, it is
generally considered that the electrical resistance of skin is
mainly due to the epidermis. There are two hypothesis to account
for this epidermal resistance. In one hypothesis, the whole corneum
is considered to be responsible for the observed resistance, with
decreasing ionic permeability as one moves from the inner to the
outer layers of the corneum. This is demonstrated by a skin-stripping
procedure in which layers of corneum cells are removed by pressing
an adhesive cellulose tape on the skin surface and pulling it away
(7, 8). Alternatively, a microelectrode is inserted gradually into
the skin (9).',,In either case, the resistance decreases progressively
as the deeper part of the corneum is reached the outermost keratin
layers appear to have the highest resistance. Since the impedance
of powdered deratin is found to be negligible unless it is kept
absolutely dry (10), it is considered that the cellular structure
of the cor=neum is essential for its impedance.
Another view of the epidermal resistance is the hypothesis
that there exists a barrier layer within the corneum that is
responsible 'o most of the resistive effects. This arises out of
the fact that the horny cells are highly hydrophilic and thus it
appears that they should not offer too much resistance to ionic
current. This is supported by the experimental observation that
many ions (e.g. thorium-X, and phosphate ions containing radioactive
phosphorus, Kef. 3) On the other hand, the epidermis is also known
to play the role as a boundary for the regulation of body evaporation.
Therefore it is reasonable to think that this function is achieved
by placing a water-resistant barrier beneath the hydrophilic keratin
layer. The exact location of this barrier is not known, but it is
usually believed to lie in the stratum compactum (the more densely
packed lower portion of the corneum), the stratum lucidum, or the
granular layer (lf 3)
Whether the epidermal resistance is caused by the entire
stratum corneum or only due to a specific barrier layer is still a
point of argument. There is, however, an obvious pathway by which
current can bypass. The eccrine sweat glands, when activated, deliver
sweat'onto the surface via the cockscrew sweat ducts which open
to the skin surface. Since sweat is a good electrolyte, most of
the current can pass along the duct down to the dermis. Such! (9)
showed that the resistance of a fine electrode placed on or near a
sweat gland was much less than that between glands. Although the
size of a sweat duct is quite small, the total current that can
flow through all sweat ducts over a certain area may be quite larg-.
%
( om pared wit h 1 he c o r in u m) i f t he density o f sweat d u c t s is h i g h
Besides the sweat may have an effect on the corneum by hydrating
it through the process of diffusion. This increases the ionic
conductivity of the corneum, and hence the total resistance of the
epidermis is reduced In this ay the sweat glands have a very
important role in the apparent resistance of the epidermis. In
tact they have been identified to be a major mechanism responsible
for electrodermal response phenomena occuring in the palms and soles
(Sec. 2.1) .
2.2 SKTN f! A P A 2 T I1 A Nf. TT
Gildemeister (11) was among the first to measure skin impedance with
alternating currents. In his experiment, he found that the impedance
decreased at higher frequencies. He then attributed this to
polarization effects which were usually found to occur in the phase
boundaries of an electrode or a cell membrane. As such the apparent
impedance of the skin would in fact be the result of a counter-EMF
generated by the passage of electric current through a semi-permeable
membrane. The setting up of this counter-EMF does not follow
immediately after the start of current flow, but it is always some
time after sufficient charges have been accumulated. This delay in
time makes it very similar to the behaviour of a capacitor. Because
of this, the polarization impedance can be viewed as consisting of
a 'polarization capacitor' which in effect is similar to a lossy
dielectric.
If polarization ia the basic mechaniBin reaponsib 1 e for
skin impedance, it is likely that the most probable contribution
would be due to the epidermal cell membrane structure and the
»
peripheral electrical path around the cell. The overall impedanc-
would then be that of a polarization capacitor in shunt with some
resistive networks. However, this does not exclude the possible
effects of some other protasses. In an experiment to find the
changes during an electrodermal response, Yokota and Fujirnori (12
showed that the change in skin impedance during a response is due
solely to a change in the parAilel resistance, the polarization
capacitance remaining unchanged. This would imply if polarization
is a factor for the observed impedance, at least some static
resistance paths exist across the skin sheath.
It is interesting to note that such a polarization effect,
although so commonly recognised in so many occasions, has not
received a satisfactory quantitative explanation. It is therefore
quite doubtful if the use of it in explaning skin impedance is
really appropriate. Perhaps a more convenient way to describe the
capacitive effect in skin is to think in terms of a static capacit-
ance or series of such capacitance arising out of the stratified
structure of the epidermal cell laminae. However, no direct proof
is available to show that this is more appropriates Whatever Its
nature may be, it is almost certain that the capacitance must reside
in the corneum, as demonstrated by the same skin-stripping experi-
ment (Soc. 2.1) in which both the conductance and the capacitance
were found to increase progreoaivoly as flu+ c ssive strips were
removed (8). As stated by Lawler who carried out the above experiment,
the increase in capacitance could have been caused either by
decreasing the distance across the dielectric between the electrode
and the underlying conducting zone or by removing successive
capacitors originally in a series arrangement. In either case,
the corneum appeared to be the dielectric material of a capacitor
or series of caDacitors.
In accordance with this view, Tregear (7) then proposed
a model which took into account both resistive and capacitive
effects found in the corneurn (Fig 2.1). In this model, each cell
lamina of the corneum is represented by a membrane capacitance C,
intracellular resistance r, and a parallel extracellular resistance
R (where n = 1, 2, 3i +» and is the number of cell laminae
n
measured from the skin surface). Each cellular model is then joined
in series as in the corneum to give the total skin impedance. Since
the outer laminae of the stratum corneum are usually drier than the






Fig. 2.1 Tregear1s model for the skin impedance
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2.3 ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE (EDR)
2.3.1 What is EDR
Electrodermal response refers to the change in skin conductance
and potential subsequent to an external stimulus. This phenomenon
has been of interest to psychologists for many years as an
indication of psychological activities. Recently more standard
terminology has been used to classify each phenomenon. The
following terms are more generally used:
SCL = Skin Conductance Level (base level)
SCR » Skin Conductance Response
SPL - Skin Potential Level (base level)
SPR = Skin Potential Response
Various types of EDRs are illustrated in Fig. 22 In most cases
the sequence of events during an EDR may be described as follows.
On exposure to an external stimulus (e.g. those causing pain, fear,
shock etc.) strong enough to upset the psychological state of the
subject, a sudden rise in skin conductance starts, usually one or
two seconds after the point of stimulation. This reaches a peak
in less than one second and may amount to a few percent to as
much as 20 % of the base level. From this point conductance begins
to recover slowly for some seconds to return to the base level. If
the potential la simultaneously observed, one may find a monophasic
change of potential having a similar but different time course.
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Fig. 2.2 (a) Slow recovery SCRs (upper tracing) and monophasic
negative SPRs (middle and lower tracing); (b) Rapid recovery
SCRs (upper tracing) and monophasic positive SPRs (middle and
lower tracings). (13)
The most common response is a negative shift of potential at the
active site. In some instances the SCRs may have a more rapid
recovery limb, while the SPRs are monophasic positive, or else
diphasic with a very small initial negative component. These
responses can be elicited by asking the subject to take very fast,
deep breaths just after the subject has blown up a balloon until
it bursts. This association between positive SPRs and rapid
recovery SCRs, on the one hand, and slow recovery, monophasic
negative SPRs and slow recovery SCRs, on the other hand, is
characteristic (13)
2.3.2 Mechanisms of EDR
Interesting enough EDRs are most easily observed in palm and sole
areas where the popuu_zation of sweat glands is densest. In spite of
the much thicker epidermis found in these areas, the SCL is also
found to be greater, suggesting that the sweat glands provide a
better conductance pathway through the poorly conducting epidermis.
In the light of this, much work has been done to identify any
correlation between EDRs and sweat gland activities. Up to the
present, numerou evidence has been found in support of this view
(13, 14).
One basic mechanism by which the sweat glands can cause
an instantaneous change in skin conductance is the secretion of
sweat consequent upon sweat gland responses. This may follow from
the stimulation of the nerves innervating the sweat glands. When
the ducts are filled with sweat, they provide additional conduct-
ance pathways thereby producing an instantaneous increase in the
overall conductance. If sweat is slowly reabsorbed from the ducts
the increased conductance would decline slowly, completing the
cycle of a slowly recovering SCR. At the same time, the conductance
of the corneum may be gradually increased by sweat diffusing
through the duct wall, but this action is too ulow to accomplish
In SCR. In the long run, however, the SCL may become higher.
In addition to the duct-filling mechanism outlined above
the skin possesses membrane-like properties which may also take
part in the production of a response. One obvious evidence is the
dependence of the amplitude of an EDR on the b9 Xs of electrolytes
used to record the response. This can only be explained by the
action of a semi-permeable membrane capable of offering selective
permeabilities to different ions. During a response, however, the
membrane becomes equally permeable to all ions, thus producing
different fractional changes in each response. The exact location
of such a membrane is still uncertain, but Edelberg (3) suggested
that the most attractive site is the duct wall at the level of the
germinating layer. At this point some salt is reabsorbed from the
sweat to prevent excessive loss of it during sweating. Probably
this salt reabsorption reflex can be triggered by a rise in either
the sodium concentration in the sweat or the luminal hydrostatic
pressure. In each case the permeability of the duct wall membrane
is varied resulting in a change in the conductance and potential
here. Unlike the duct-'filling process this change in the membrane
permeability Can recover shortly .to prodic e a rapid recovery S z
Although the duct-filling mechanism and the meat bran e
mechanism may proceed independently, both of them originate from
Ole presence of the sweat glands. In other words, the electrical
properties of the skin can be greatly influenced by sweat gland
activities. We shall have more discussions on this in Sec. 5.2.
CHAPTER THREE PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF SKIN IMPEDANCE
In Chapter 2 we have seen that the impedance of the skin mainly
resides in the epidermal stratum corneum which has a relatively
higher resistivity Associated with this resistive component is
the capacitive effect originating from the cell laminae structure
found in the corneum Therefore, the impedance of the skin can be
roughly viewed as similar to that of a lossy dielectric, or series
of dielectrics
Our primary objective is then to develop an electrical
model to simulate the impedance characteristics of the skin in
such a way that each component of the model corresponds to a
structural unit of the epidermis An important restriction on
such a model is that the electrical properties of the skin as
described by the model should be independent of the experimental
method employed, i«e , no significant physiological changes should
be induced during the course of any such measurement This requires
the applied voltage or current to be within physiological tolerable
limits, otherwi,a0 non-11 nearity in the electrical pararneiers
results. Throughout our following discussions, therefore, measurement
within the linear range is assumed unless otherwise stated. For
instance, the voltage across the skin is well below order of a
volt, and the current density is less than 5 uA cm2 (Ik).
'5.1 EXPERIMENTAL M FIT HOT]
5.1.1 Exnerimpntal Set Tin and Pror.ednrp
The set up for impedance measurement is as shown in Fig. j5.1.
The FET OP AMP had a very high input impedance and served as a
constant current source. For a given input signal, the current
through the skin was determined by the input resistor R, and the
output voltage was proportional to the impedance of the skin
site connected across the electrode leads X, X0. The phase of th
AF signa]'y
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Figr- X.l Set-un for imnedance measurement
output relative to the input signal was measured using the storage
scope with a delay time base Both the impedance magnitude and
phase were recorded at selected frequency settings.
Before electrode attachment was made the skin site was
thoroughly cleaned with a piece of cotton ball soaked with rubbing
alcohol, and let dry completely. This removed traces of surface
grease and dirt on the skin and ensured a better contact. A
Beckman AgAgCl electrode (9mm diameter) filled with electrode
paste was applied to the 'active' skin site. The whole hand on
the same side of the site was then immersed in a O.Op M saline
solution in a metallic container used as a reference eletrode.
Because of the large surface area and the high conductivity of
saline, the impedance of the reference electrode plus the reference
skin site was always negligible. Also, the impedance of the AgAgCl
electrode could be considered negligible under normal circumstances
Hence the measured impedance was mainly due to the 'active' skin
site. After applying the electrodes to the skin, a stabilization
period of about 30 minutes was allowed before measurement was
taken (See. S.A.I). The results were presented in frequency plots.
31 2 Noise C on sid era tiana
Since the measurement was made at a rather low signal level (abou
r
0.1 pA), external interference constituted a major problem. The
interference might be caused by external magnetic fields, electri
fields, or even electromagnetic fields. Most of these problems
could be eliminated by the use of screened electrode leads and
keeping away from possible sources of interference. Nevertheless
this did not remove all the noise pick-up through the body
because the latter was such a large volume conductor that even
a small electric field from a power cable could give rise to
appreciable interference. In order to minimize the noise, it was
found that a simple arrangement of the electrode leads could help
a great deal. To illustrate this, the equivalent circuit of Fig.
3.1 is redrawn omitting all signal sources except that due to
interference which is in the form of a displacement current IT
D
coupled to the body through a hypothetical capacitor (13)








Fig. 3-2 Equivalent circuit of Fig. 3»1 seen
by the noise current I . 2L,Z~, represents
skin-through-electrode impedance. The 0,P
resistance of the OP AMP and the resistance
of the body internal are neglecteu.
Interference is measured as the noise potential generated
across the electrodes, i.e. across points X., X0. From the diagramJL c-
it can be shown that this potential is given by
where
If the reference electrode is connected to the output terminal
of the OP AMP (i.e. X~), then Z«Z and the noise potential
1° D 2 -n actual case this potential was rather low
because the impedance at the reference site was negligibly small
compared with the active-site impedance. On reversing the electrode
arrangement, the noi.Se potential would become much higher and
affect the measurement seriously. Hence the first electrode
arrangement was preferred.
3.2 TMPEDANCFFHEOUMCY PLOTS
As a first step to investigate the frequency characteristics of
skin impedance, the magnitude of the impedance was plotted as a
function of frequency. A typical impedance curve for the fingers
is shown in Fig. 3.3. As seen from the graph, the impedance at
low frequencies is large and close to the DC resistance: at higt








Fig« imnedance-freauencv plot for thumb.
slope = -0.8
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the deep tissues. It is thus very similar to the frequency
characteristic of a single pole impedance function. This result
is similar to those of Swanson and Webster (lb). Based upon the
simple impedance curve they modelled the skin impedance as a
parallel combination of a resistor and a capacitor, the two being




C Fig. 3 Simple model for




Unfortunately this simple electrical model of the skin
suffers from one serious drawback: the impedance curve at mid-
frequencies departs significantly from the experimental curve,
although the two bear similar shapes alongside. Such a discrepancy
in the straight line slope is not usual in convential circuit
analysis. It is well known from Bode that the frequency response
of an impedance function far beyond its pole decays 20 dBdecade,
In the log j? vs log f plot they will give a straight line of slope
equal to -l.But the straight line portion of the experimental
curve always gives a slope less than unity, in our case it is in
the range from -0.7 to -0.9 (for different skin sites). Clear
enough this simple model of an RC combination would be quite
inadequate if a more rigorous representation of the skin impedance
• • n
The mid-frequencies straight line having a slope less
than unity suggests some form of an electrical network other than
t
the conventional pole-zero aalyale. Although it is possible to
simulate a particular straight line response by adding more poles
and zeros to the impedance function of the simple model, there is
little justification as to the physiological significance of these
added elements. Further, there are numerous electrical networks
that can give the same impedance curve as the one obtained, and
there seems to be no reason to choose one or the other. All these
arguments disclose the inadequacies of the impedance plot as a
basisfor the analysis of skin impedance, and so a better form
nf ri a +- ft n r ft £ v-i +• u 4- i n n •! c .
n am tjt w r m d a k n i? t nn i
If the simple model of Fig. for skin impedance is assumed, tin
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Fig. 3«5 Impedance locus from measurement on foot Values shown are
f r e a u e nc i e s i n Hz «
t
aJc
Combining and eliminating to, we have
v
A plot of the reactance against the resistance in the Comdex
impedance plane gives a semicircle centred at and
radius
An impedance locus obtained by measurements on the foot
is as shown in Fig. 35 As predicted the impedance locus is
found to be in the form of a semi-circular arc, but the centre
of the arc is displaced downward from the real axis, the arc
0
subtending an angle of about 152 at the centre.
Similar results were obtained by Khalafalla et al»(l?)
for human foot and the forearm. In order to explain the displaced
circular-arc plot, they proposed an electrical model in which a
frequency dependent resistance r is put in shunt with the capacitoi
C in the simple model of Fig 5.A A condition to be imposed on
the resistor r is that its value is inversely proportional to
the frequency such that r - au), where a is constant and to is the
angular frequency. This is illustrated in Fig. 36.
r = aa)- H-
Rcc
Fig, 3-6 Modified skin model
by Khalafalla et al.
The impedance of this modified skin model is
The impedance locus of this electrical model of Khalafalla et al,
also describes a circular arc in the complex impedance plane.
However, if we go back to examine its impedance response, it is
not difficult to find that the straight line portion of the curve
also has a slope equal to -14 Such a discrepancy with the
experimental result again makes it unacceptable as an equivalent
model. Nevertheless this is already an improved version in that it
conforms to the circular arc locus, In the next section we shall be
able to develop a better electrical model which can take into
account both the impedance plots and the impedance loci.
3. COMPLETE MODEL FOR SKIN IMPEDANCE
The introduction of a frequency dependent resistor r in shunt
with a capacitor as in the modified skin model of Khalafalla et
al. results in an admittance given by
This admittance is characterised by having a constant phase angle,
-1
0 = tan (Ca) independent of the frequency. Also, the magnitude
of this admittance varies as 0). This constant phase behaviour
independent of the frequency results in the circular-arc locus
in the complex impedance plane. On the other hand, the constant
small slope in the impedance plot suggests that the impedance
decreases according to certain power of the frequency. Combining




being the constant phase angle;
is a constant phase
( 3.2 )
The corresponding equivalent circuit is illustrated in
Fie;. 3.7a.
R — Ra)


















complex conjugate ot Z;
it can be seen that the angle between u and v is the constant G
It follows that the locus of 25 is a circle and that the central
angle subtended by R - Roo is (29) (Fig. 3Vb). The centre oi the° o
circle is at and the radius is (R - Rco)2
More important, this theoretical model can also explain the constant,
non-unity s£ope behaviour of the impedance plots. Mow at mid.-
frpniiArifi o
so that the impedance is approximately
A plot of log |Z| vs log U) gives a straight line and the slope -t
~i P R ! VJR vp 1 pPp t han urn t v .
tr b.TCPTTO C T m
The empirical model for the epidermal impedance has been found to
be consisting of a constant phase admittance shunted by a parallel
resistance. Although no verification has been given to show that
this model is a unique one for the skin, there are several advantage
in using such a mode1« First, there is a strik1ng simp1exity in the
mathematical representation. .Besides, it will be shown that it is
possible to identify a one-to-one correspondence between each
component of the model and a particular physiological process.
cy
The introduction of a constant phase admittance ( itoO ) ' ii
the skin impedance model should not be too surprising because such
an anomalous admittance is also found in other electrolytic processes
involving ionic conduction. For instance, it was found that the
polarization impedance of an electrode possesses a constant phase
element varying as the square-root of the frequency (6). More
appropriately perhaps, it was known that the impedance of a cell
membrane exhibits similar circular-arc plots in the complex impedance
plane (18) In fact, the equivalent circuit in Fig 3• is also
a mil i r.a hi e tn r. p 1 1 mam hr-a rs « .
The peculiar constant phase and frequency-dependent
behaviour of this anomalous admittance incorporated in the model
is an extremely interesting feature of a biological impedance Not
only is it so much different from ordinary passive circuit elements
that the conventional method of circuit analysis fails to apply,
there is also the important question of how such an admittance can
originate in biological matter. Obviously this will lead to some
clues regarding the fundamental mechanisms ocurring in living cells
and, in particular, across the membranes of these cells. Despite
the so many efforts invested, however, it seems that little progress
has been made in explaining the physical nature of a constant phase,
frequency dependent admittance» Abortive attempts had been focused
on the theories of polar relaxation (19) first introduced by Debye
and later modified by Cole (20, 21). These treatments often led to
even more mathematical complexities which could be solved only with
quite restrictive assumptions. These assumptions, of course, remainec
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to be explained and so in fact there would be little to be gained
by this approach.
Another possibility is to think in terms of electrolytic
polarization. It was found that elect.rodiffusion could be a possible
mechanism responsible for the observed frequency characteristics
(22_24). This approach, however,. has encountered some difficulties
in that the predictions do not correspond with experimental results.
This, of course, may be due to undue simplifications in the basic
assumptions involved, and on this a conclusion was made by Cole
that without significant modification the electrodiffusion model
was not adequate to explain observations on the squid-axon membrane
(24).
Voe have attempted to derive the impedance characteristics
for a cell membrane, using the electrodiffusion model but with some
modifications. The result has turned out to be quite satisfactory
(.n a theoretical sense at least) and there is a good promise that
some other membrane properties may be explained as well. Since this
part of the work can stand in its own right, it has been included
in this report as Part IL of the project
CHAPTER FOUR TRANSIENT RESPONSE STUDIES
From the impedance locus of the skin we have already obtained the
equivalent model representing skin impedance. Before going into
more experimental explorations concerning this model, we digress
at this point and introduce another approach for data presentatior
the transient response Diets.
First it should be noted that whereas the circular-arc
plot has thrown much light on the form of the impedance, it is not
entirely without disadvantages. As pointed out by Schwan (19) the
circular plot may sometimes be misleading as definite but slight
deviations from the circle may not be easily noticeable. The arc
then appears rather like a round-out locus approximating to the
experimental points. Furthermore, in the 'low frequency end of the
locus where the magnitude is relatively larger, accuracy require¬
ments will be increasingly more important because even slight err on
(of 1-2 %) in the measurement will result in significant deviation
in the arc. In some applications (as in our case which will be
discussed in Sec. 511) where the low frequency end extends to
order of several Hertz or lower, measurements will be difficult
without significant errors (29)
There is yet another problem which makes the frequency
domain method unfavourable for experimental purpose. During an
experiment, a definite amount of time is required for the determina¬
tion of the impedance at different frequencies covering a wide range,
and in an event that is slowly time-varying the accuracy will be
much impaired.. Unfortunately many biological systems are never in
an absolute steady state, for example, in our experiments with the
skin the impedance was found to be slowly changing with time
(Sec. 5.1.1).
It is recognised that most of these problems can be at
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least alleviated by using computer on-line processings.An alternative
way is to present the data in the time domain, i.e., to study the
transient behaviour of the skin impedance following a given
excitation. Partly for the lack of equipment for computer on-line
measurement, and partly for the need for analytical purpose, the
transient response method was developed and employed in our
to n a 11 r £ rn 4 r 1T. a
Conventionally the study of transient behaviour of the
skin has been limited to the approximation by a simple exponential
curve. Lane(27) applied a step voltage to the skin and measured
the current strength during the initial transient and subsequent
steady-state period, and from this they estimated the value of the
t
shunt capacitance. This method is based on the simplified model%
of Fig. 3.4 in which a single time constant is involved. In this
Chapter we shall assume that the impedance is of the form specified
by equation (3«2) and we shall endeavour to study its voltage transient
response following the application of a step current.
.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE IMPEDANCE FUNCTION
The impedance function of equation (32) can be written as
w here
( f.l )
We note that U) is the corner (angular) frequency of the impedance
function when presented in the Bode plot. By separating equation
(f.l) into real and imaginary parts and differentiating the latter
with respect to co, we may find that maximum reactance occurs at
0)s= CO „ Hence u is a characteristic frequency of the impedance
o o
function•
Given a circular plot, the impedance function Z(u) is
completely characterized by the parameters R t R , a, and
We shall prove that the transient response of Z(co) is a well-
defined function and that a close estimation of these parameters
oan be obtuined from the measurement of the translent responsea
4.2 LAPLACE TRANSFORM OF THE IMPEDANCE FUNCTION




If a unit step current is applied, the voltage response can be
found by means of the inverse Laplace transform. Thus,
( 4.3 )
This complex integral cannot be evaluated by ordinary methods
oc
because the term s is in general a multi-valued function. Since
this function has a branch point at s~ 0, a path is chosen as
indicated in Fig. 4.1 so as to eliminate the branch point from
the integral.
It can be seen that as R-oo integration along AB is the
same as the integral in equation (4.3)t and the line integral along
the entire closed path gives the sum of the residues at each singular






Fig +.1 Integral path in the complex plane. 0- is
arbitrarily chosen so that all singularities
are enclosed by the path (R-co 0).
point within the bounded region. Therefore,
( . A )
where b. represents a singular point and n is the number of such
points enclosed. Note that the complete line integral is made up
of integral paths along AB BC» CD. DE, EF, and FA.
We can now evaluate the integral by considering individual
sections of the oath,
(1) We note that as R -. isi- so that the inte will tend
t rt v. a 'r% r 11 n a
( .5 )
(2) The integral along small circular path DE can be evaluated bj
using: the following: theorem (28):
1
Since in our case lim s f(s) ~ r it follows that as b - C
s- O
v (X
(3) Since s is in general a multi-valued function, we let
where r is real and -n 0 4 n (i»e only the principal value




Since we are only interested in those values of a given Vr
oc
0 - a 1, it follows that -tx a0 ' n and s cannot be a negative
n,— „ „
() To evaluate the line integral along CI), we first note that a;
f a T8 Pi h Vi 5 « 1 Y) f A f T 'A 1 S c; f n fi r A r n ri c: Zi n K to u? v f f la c:
( .9
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From the above derivations, we may now obtain an expression
tor the time function Z(t). Substituting equations (4.5) (4-6),
(4.9) (4.13) into equati on (4.4), we have
Substituting (4.14) into (4.3) and noting that Ak = (R -
the transient response becomes
Equation (4.15) is a general form for the transient response
with 01 a 1. In case a» 1 the residue in equation (4.4) must be
evaluated and the solution for Z(t) will be a simple exponential.
It can be shown easily that the integral in (4.15) is
bounded and well defined. For a given value for a, this integral
can always be evaluated numerically or by simple approximation
methods. In particularf we consider the case where a=l2, correspond¬
ing to Warburgs polarization impedance for electrodes (6). In this
case a closed form for Z(t) can be obtained. Putting a-l2 in
e q u a t i on ( 4«13 ) w e g e t
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Fir-. h.2 Theoretical response curves for 3 different values of a (k=l t R., =0).
Rote that the curves are closest to one another at approxi rr. at ely (07 0, 0 o 1) .
.A —1 ' -
H rr V '
m ~: » r • t
A plot of (4..16) is as shown in Fig, 4,2. Also shown are
the curves corresponding to a=l, 0,8 for comparison. It can be seen
that for a smaller a the curve rises more steeply at first but
approaches the final steady-state value more slowly. The point at
which the three curves are closest to one another is approximately
+ 4 — ) { -P f v» 1 r — 1
•3 ESTIMATING FUNCTION PARAMETERS FROM THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE
-MrT3Wi«I..I.W,m«w „
Given the parameters R , Rw, a, and 03 q we can compute numerically
the magnitude of the voltage response at discrete time intervals,
by use of equation (4.15). In practice, however, the transient
response curve is plotted experimentally and we seek to estimate
f rr, m i t 4 h o r nr r o c: y% on H 4 n rr r a v n m a 4- p» y» « .
Suppose now an experimental response curve is given. Th
values of R and can be obtained by noting the initial step
and the final steady-state response respectively. Owing to the
implicit nature of the integral in (4.15) the other two parameter!
(a and CO ) are more difficult to determin®. a direct estimation of
o
one parameter from the given response curve is almost impossible
without knowledge of the other. To overcome this difficulty, let
it ft f -5 r ft + you; y-i +• » f-i nn ( U - it 3 f fif t.hfi tri ffi e f unc 11 on Us
Introducing a new variable p~soj , we have
w h p r p
For simplicity we shall assume Rr-0 in our following discussions.
This assumption is justified for most biological materials as is
the case in our study with skin impedance (Sec. 3 1.1) • If R, is
not small enough, the result is a constant offset voltage in the
response and can easily be subtracted to give the actual transient
response voltage. Thus the assumption does not affect generality ir




( 4 19 )
Equation (4 19) represents the theoretica1 transient
response of the given impedance function (4.1) normalized both in
magnitude and time scale. This normalization process enables
comparison between the theoretical response curves and experimental
c u r v e s o f v a r ying p a r a m e t e r v a 1 ues. A a e t o f t h e o r e tic a 1, n o r m a 1 i . e
response curves can then be tabulated in discrete time intervals
using equation (4.15). Since we have proved that the function is
well-behaved we chose the more convenient way of using the computer
subroutine to perform the inverse transform (ICL Scientific Sub-
mil h i n r- PPT, A PT Q N; .
To compare the experimental response curve with the set
of theoretical curves, it is noticed that for a considerable range
of a values the theoretical curves are fairly clusted together at
approximately t1=0.7 where an average value of 0.51 can be assigned
to any curve with deviations of within3% (Fig- 4.2). This condition
holds for 0.5 • « 0.9- To show this more explicitly Z(t' ) is
differentiated with respect to a to eive
is eva 1 uated bv the same iriverse transfori;
me thod and the resu 11s a.re p 1 o11 ed in F1 g. 4, 5. 11 can be seer
tli ft f or most va 1 uas of a i a t a tirne appr ox 1 rna t e 1 y
t1«0.7, the maximum deviation from zero being not more than + 0.05
Hence the response curves have minimum dependence of a at this
point. Because of this the point (0«?0 0.51) can be taken as a
reference point for the comparison between experimental and
! i4 ~ I -4 t V •» » f—»
To a first approximation therefore the point in the
nft ri men ha 1 curve at which the resoonse is iust 91% o.f the fina
(4.20)
Fig. 4,3 Dependence of Z(t') on a,
At t1=G.7, all functions are clos
to zero (a 0.OU)
)
T I h { C 4-
1 a i } O w
value is noted. Let the time be t . Other points in the curve
o
can be compared to the set of theoretical curves at the correspond¬
ing time intervals by multiplying with the time scale factor 0.7t •
Thus the phase constant, a, of the experimental curve is given by
the theoretical curve closest to it (when appropriately scaled in
time). This curve fitting process can be refined iteratively by
adjusting the time scale slightly each time when the closest
theoretical curve is specified and its time value at 1% response
noted. However, the approximation happens to be so close that
usually one or two iterations are enough.
Once the optimised value for a is determined, the charac¬
teristic frequency can be calculated from the time scale factor.
From equation (h.17),
( J.21 )
so that the characteristic frequency is
( t.22 )
k.k TRANSIENT RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS
h.h.l Method


















c h a n n e 1
potentiometer
CI to C8 are voltage discriminators
LM339 (NS).
Fig Circuit for voltage transient measurement.
procedure and preparation were the same as described in Sec.3«l»l,
but the input signal was a bipolar square wave of about 0.1 Hz.
The frequency of the square wave was low enough to allow the
response to attain steady state in each half cycle. The current
Ommr%ir
density was about 0.1 iA cm . The output response was fed to some
level discriminator circuits (Fig. which were set to changeA} f '
state about some fractional parts of the peak-to-peak of the
voltage response- The whole recording process would take only one
and a half cycle of the input square wave. During the first cycle,
the peak-to-peak level of the output response was detected and
held as a reference to the level discriminators. Since the peak-
to-peak detector circuit had a very large hold time ( 100 sec)
this reference level was practically constant during the next
half cycle, during which time the response was to be determined.
The cross-over level of each discriminator was set to be some
fractional parts of the peak reference by means of a potentiometer
circuit- As the response signal dropped from its peak, each
discriminator would trigger in turn giving rise to a series of
8 pulses at the outputs. The transient response curve could be
plotted from the measured time between each pulse and the start
of the excitation. In practice a permanent record was obtained
by joining the outputs of all discriminators through an OR gate
to form a serial output which was then fed to a tape recorder
for later read-out. From the time measurements obtained from the
»
tape recorder replay output the timing at any other point could
be interpolated (Lagrange interpolation, ICL subroutine FTlaGRNG).
In this way the entire transient response curve could be reproduced
After the transient response was recorded, the signal
was changed to a sine wave and the impedance locus was determined,
The results from the transient response and the impedance locus
were compared. In another series of measurements the AgAgCl
electrode was replaced by a dry brass electrode (15 rnm 0) and
similar procedures were followed.
A.A.2 Results
The impedance loci for the two series of measurements are plotted
as in Fig. A,5- Both loci conform to circular plots closely. To
further show that the results are consistent with the form of
impedance function (A.l) let us first rearrange the equation to
give
Simplifying terms and taking logarithm on both sides, we have
( A.23 )
where T » 27iu) is the period.
This gives a straight line graph in the log-log scale with slope










Fig. A. 5 Impedance loci of forearm
A• AgAgC1 e1ectrode with past;
B. Dry brass electrode.
(Dj




Fig, 1,6 Plot of
with period,
A. AgAgCl electrode with paste;
a. Dry brass electrode.
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The experimental results are plotted as in Fig. 4.6. Two
straight line graphs are obtained, justifying the use of the
impedance function (4.1). Furthermore, the values for a and U)
o
can readilv be obtained.
Next, the theoretical response curve closest to each
experimental response curve wasselected by iterative fitting. The
results are plotted as in Fig. 4.7 The maximum deviation of the
experimental points from the theoretical curves are within 1%.
Table 4.1 compares the parameter values as obtained
from the frequency plots and the transient response plots. The
results are in good agreement with each other. However, owing to
the difficulty in extending the measurement frequency to lower thar
1 Hz, the frequency method is bound to have a greater degree of
uncertainty.
Drv bra S 3 electrode















Tab 1 e 4 1 Parameters as deterrr.ined by transien t respons
measurement and Z-locus.







The transient method, like most time-domain methods in general,
oxters a last and sufficiently accurate means for the determination
of a biological impedance. This is especially of advantage when
the impedance to be determined is slowly time-varying or if it
has a low characteristic frequency. The main disadvantage of this
method is that slight deviations from the ideal circular-arc
behaviour is not readily recognisable. For example, if the series
resistance is replaced by another impedance (not purely
resistive), the method will fail to apply. This may sometimes
happen if the polarization impedance of the electrode is not
negligible compared with the impedance to be measured. But in this
case even the impedance locus will not give ideal circular arcs.
For our purpose, therefore, both methods will be used 'whenever
appropriate.
It must be emphasized that the voltage transient method
developed in this Chapter is applicable to all biological
impedances given by the same circular-arc function In fact, it
has been noted that this method may find application in the
w e 11 - kn own v o 11 a g e c 1 a m p e x p © r i rrj ents w i t h the e q u i d - a x on ( 3 0)
In the early voltage clamp series, the initial capacity transient
was usually approximated by a simple exponential. However, this
approximation method was criticized for giving a higher value tor
RCVJ (31) and an appreciable error in the capacitance (32).
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A similar transient method was introduced by Fitzhugh
and Cole (30). In their treatment, the inverse transform was
approximated by two infinite series each corresponding to short
time and large time respectively. For intermediate values of t
their method became less satisfactory. Unfortunately, they were
unable to provide a handy way to compare the experimental curves
with computed results. The voltage transient method developed
in this Chapter is obviously more useful than theirs in that
(1) a better mathematical form for the time function is obtained
(2) a simple scheme is provided for direct parameter estimation
from experimental curves.
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CHAPTER FIVE FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
In view of the similarity between our empirical. model. for skin
impedance and the membrane model, we may assert that the apparent
skin impedance must be of a membrane origin. Now the epidermal
stratum corneum, which is a major site for the impede-tnce, is
composed of some 40 to 400 laminae of more living cells deep
within and extinct horny cells towards the surface, it is of some
interest to understand how each lamina contribute towards the
overall membrane-like impedance. According to the 'barrier layer'
hypothesis, the impedance of most cell layers would be negligible
except for a few layers forming a barrier somewhere within the
stratum corrieum., On the contrary, there is also the possibility
that the whole stratum corneum makes up the impedance.
Our next step was then to locate this membrane-like
impedance within the corneum. For this purpose the skin-stripping,
experiment appeared to be a powerful method and will be discussed
in the next section. It was intended that not only the individual
resistance and capacitance values down to each level be determined,
but the form of the impedance in relation to the ideal. circular-are
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behaviour was also investigated. Furthermore, the Lrnpedance in
the palmar region was also investigated. On account of the prominent
sweat gland activities remarkable of this region, the role of the
sweat glands could be clearly revealed. Throughout these experiments
we would seek to construct a complete skin impedance model which
corresponded to all prominent phsiological processes found in the
skin. Next we would like to scrutinize the relative importance of
these processes and the effects of some external factors influencing
them.
5.1 SKIN STRIPPING EXPERIMENT
As discussed in Chapter 2 skin-stripping experiments had been
conducted by several investigators to determine the effect of the
epidermis on the ove11ll, impedance. Most of these experiments,
however, were concerned with the measurement of either the
resistance or the resistance and caperacitarnce, at each level. of
strip and at a particular frequency only. This procedure, although
illuminating, was obviously incomplete especially when one took
into account the frequency-dependent nature of the impedance we
justified. In view of this, we wished to investigate the frequency
characteristics of the impedance down. to each level. of the skin
and from these measurements infer the changes in the parameters of
the model as given in Fig 3.4, or any deviations therefrom.
R . 1 . 1 M f Vi nH
The impedance of two skin sites on the ventral side of the forearm
were separately investigated- The forearm was representative
the general body surface devoide of sweat gland activities (under
normal conditions), and was convenient for the operation of skin-
stripping. Two electrodes were employed: a 9 rnrn 0 AgAgCl electrode
(with paste) and a 15 mm 0 brass-plate electrode. The dry brass-
plate electrode was used because it had a minimum effect on
hydrating the skin and would not vary the impedance by the process
of electrolyte diffusion down the skin. Both hydration and electro¬
lyte diffusion might affect the original state of the skin especially
when successive strippingsmeasurements were made in which case
the effect would become accumulative. However, the impedance of
the dry electrode was relatively uncertain and might become a
source of error when the skin impedance was reduced after several
strippings. Hence the simultaneous use of both electrodes would
compensate the shortcomings of each other. The brass-plate
electrode was polished to shinness each time before application
so as to eliminate surface dirt andirregularity, thus facilitating
better electrode contact. The electrodes were applied with rubber
straps as used in eiectrcardiography allowing application with
about the same pressure each time. The arrangement for the reference
site was the same as before.
The experiment was carried out in a quiet room where the
temperature was fairly steady and was around 22°C. The RH was
about 80%. Before the normal procedures started the subject was
allowed to stay in the room for about 30 minutes to acclimitize
to the room conditions The skin site was cleaned with rubbing CO
alcohol and let dry completely. After electrode attachment a
stabilization period was allowed until the readings became steady
and measurement started (at deeper strip levels the stabilization
period might be shorter or exempted). The impedance of each active
skin site was determined in turn. Following each measurement the
skin was stripped with cellulose tape. This procedure removed some
cell layers of the corneum and thus reduced its thickness (33)» No
further cleaning was necessary. Measurements were made at each
stripping level until nearly all the keratin layers were removed,
at which time little difference in the impedance was observed by
further stripping.
For the initial few strippings, measurements in the time
domain were used because the characteristic frequency of the
impedance at this stage was quite low (about 1 Hz). Measurement
speed and accuracy could then be considerably increased using the
voltage transient method. The basic setup was as illustrated in
Fig. before. As the stripping proceeded it was found that the
characteristic frequency increased progressively, so that after
several strippings it might be as high as 10 Hz or more. The time
constant of the circuit, so to speak, would then be on the order
of 10 ms or less. As the tape recorder and the measuring system
were roth band-limited, accuracy would be quite impaired. Furthermore,
as the impedance of the skin was gradually reduced, effects due to
other processes including the polarization impedance of the electrode
became more important. These would appear as a low-frequency, series
component in the overall impedance, and in the transient response
would result in a slowly rising component following the initial
transient. In this case the voltage transient method would, fail to
apply, and it would then be better to follow the frequency domain
method. In order to minimize the effect due to electrode impedance
the AgAgCl electrode was treated with Kodak D-19 photographic
developer (stock solution, full strength), a method described by
Getzel and Webster (1). The impedance of the developed AgAgCl
electrode was found to be 280 12 at 2 Hz and less than 100 Q at
20 Hz For a skin impedance of 10 kO at 2 Hz this would result in
an error of less than 3% This error was further reduced by
subtracting the measured impedance of the electrode at each
corresponding frequency from the skin-electrode impedance.
There was yet another consideration that encouraged the
use of voltage transient method to all. possible extent, notwith¬
standing the errors caused by electrode polarization at deeper
str1p 1eve1s. This is because, after some strippings, the impedarice
of the skin was found to increase with time. The change took place
slowly (about 3% per minute), but in the time course of the
rn e a s uro m n n t t h e tot a 1 c h a n g e rn i. g h t b e q u i t e a p p r e c i a b 1 e. T h i si
result was contradictory bo the observation on unstripped skin,
in which case the impedance decreased with time (Sec. 5-3-1)- It
was thought that the gradual increase in impedance was due to
reformation and drying out of the newly exposed keratin ce.ls
subsequent to each stripping. As pointed out by Hunter and Williams
(35), the stripping technique inevitably causes erythema and a
definite recovery cycle, so that the changes brought about is in
fact deeper than the mere removal of the skin material. If so the
finding of impedance variation down to each level of strip would in
deed be a rough estimation of the true state of the skin only.
Nevertheless this estimation might be acceptable if the time of
measurement could be kept to a minimurn, as provided by the voltage
transient method.
5.1.2 Results and Discussions
A total of 11 strippings were performed. For strip no. 0 to 5, the
transient response of each skin site was determined and for the
re 8t the frequency method was used. The results were found to
obey the circulaa.r--arc law or its time-domain equivalent. The
impedance loci corresponding to strippirigs nos- 5 to 11 were
plotted as in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2. From the expanded graphs, the 3
par. ameters (cx, f0` R0) char-a, t'erising L. he c1 rcu?.ar-arc fu n c ti on
were determined. Those parameters from the transient measurement
were obtained using the method described in Sec. 4.3. All three
parameters were plotted against the number of strl.f}p1.ngs and the
results are shown in Fig. 5.5- 5.5. From these plots the following
observations can be made:
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Fig, p. ] Impedance loci of skin using paste electrode (AgAgCl).
E'omsr numerals shown represent no. of strippings. Frequencies are shown in Irahie ro,
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(1) The DC resistance, R , drops almost exponentially with the
number of strippings n. This does not necessarily imply that
the resistance bears an exponential relationship with the depth
of the skin, because the depth may not be simply proportional
to n. As a matter of fact, the upper layers of keratinous
cells are more easily removed by adhesive tape than the lower
layers (33)- Nevertheless each strip brings off only a small
fraction of the total keratin (36), and thus can serve as a
rough estimation of tne thickness Consequently it may be
concluded that most of the resistive effect resided in the
uppermost part of the corneum
(2) From the progressive decrease in R for successive strippings,o
the existence of a 'barrier layer' seemed quite unlikely It
was claimed by Tregear (7) that a discontinuity in R was
observed at approximate1y 20 ym down from the skin aurface
But even in his case the tola 1 change was much smaiier than
the initial resistance drop in the uppermost cell laminae•
(3) The phase constant, a, changes little at first but gradually
decreases as the deeper tissue of the come urn is reached
Therefore a was dependent upon the morphological state of the
underlying ce11s
(A) As R decreases exponentially down the skin, the characteristic
o
frequency f increases in a similar manner. It is thus apparent
that there will be little change in the polarization capacitance,
L o O ( C ) I !
y't f- |i
, r f-• i-,s) ,. f
' 0 0 3
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Fig. 56 Variation of polarization capacitance after
some strippings.
i ' 1, -ii i K
To show this, we note from equation (A.l) that the polarization
capacitance is given by
The value of C at each stripping level is obtained by the above
equation and the results are plotted as in Fig, 56® It can be seen
that while has dropped by more than two orders of magnitude, the
change in C is hardly more than 5 times. Assuming that the capacit¬
ance per cell layer was fairly uniform throughout the whole stratum,
one may conclude that the resistivity must be higher in the upper
part than in the lower. At each stripping level, therefore, the
resistance (and hence the impedance) was mainly attributed to the
uppermost few cell layers having highest resistivity; the result is
that the capacitive effect was also due to these layers only. The
actual thickness of these layers might vary, but it could not be
the whole remaining stratum. This would explain why the measured
capacitance was re1alively independent of the total thickness of
the stratum corneum remaining after stripping.
5.1,d Conclusion
The impedance of the skin was found to be mainly due to the upper¬
most few cell layers of the stratum corneum. This applied to the
akin in its original state or after a number of strippings. This
was a manifestation of the non-uniformity in the electrical
properties of the corneum. The existence of a 'water barrier' was
not evident, but rather the impearmeability was caused by the
entire corneal layer with more effects from the surface laminae
With reference to the equivalent model of Fig. 37 one may
wonder how this highly non-uniform horny cell structure can account
for the observed impedance-frequency characteristics. Yamamoto and
Yamarnoto (37, 38) related this to a distribution of relaxation
times which over a large range may give the same frequency dispersion
characteristics. We reject this approach as a sole explanation
because of two reasons. First % the condition of a circular plot
can be satisfied only with a particular form of distribution
function (19), and it is doubtful if it can be applicable at all
times. Secondly, each cell alone is known to have similar frequency
characteristics. Following these arguments, we conclude that each
cell laminae of the corneum could be represented by the equivalent
circuit of Fig 3•7a 11 is noted that in genera1 the series combinat~
ion of many such equivalent circuits does not give the same form
of equivalent circuit unless all component circuits are identical.
In view of the non-uniform structure of the corneum this seems
quite unlikely. However, if the impedance can be thought to be mainly
constituted by the few ceJ 1 1aminae c1ase to the sur face1 t his
condition can be established provided that the electrical properties
of these layers are fairly uniform among themselves. The effect of
distribution of relaxation times will take care of slight local
variations within these laminae. As a result, the form of the
overall impedance can be quite similar tc the individual cell lamina
impedance .
In summary we may include the effect of the morphological
variations in the corneum by separating the original model into
two parts, as illustrated in Fig. 5»7 The first parallel circuit
(subscript 1) represents the surface ceil layers of higher electrical
resistivity . The rest of the corneum is represented by the second
parallel circuit (subscript 2) and is considered to be of negligible
effect compared with the above• In practice, therefore, this model
conforms to the original model as in Fig. 3-7.
Fig. 5.7
Equivalent skin model
taking into account the
effect of structural
variation s 1n tho corneu r n










5.2 IMPEDANCE AT PALMAR STTKS
The impedance at palmar sites is of interest to our study becauseA ,
this region is well-known for sweat gland activities This effect
i • demonstrate] by the prominent; EDRs observed when the subject is
in a state of psychological activities. It is therefore helpful to
compare the impedance in this region with those on other parts of
the body.
Paradoxically, the measurement of palmar impedance happens
to be much more difficult, if not impossible, as there is always
an incessant fluctuation in the impedance level to be recorded.
This is due to the fact that even in a state of complete relaxation
the subject is unavoidably under some stress during the experiment,
so that EDRs are intermittently elicited. On account of this we
resolved lo use the voltage transient method since this would
require shorter time and might even serve to trace the changes
during an EDR. However, this attempt turned out to be unsuccessful.
From the transient response of the thumb it was discovered that
following the initial transient there was a slowly rising period
(about 10% per second) before the final steady-state value was
attained. This showed the form of the palmar impedance was different
from our model either due to the inclusion of some additional
e 1 ernents to the basic mode 1 or a f1nda.nenta 1 change in the circu 11
model. Evidently a low frequency process must be present. In order
i
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Fig• • 8 Se fc up for rneasurernent of thumb impedance
0,21 Method
The impedance of the left thumb was investigated. The basic set
up was essentially the same as before but in order that the EDR
did not affect our measurement a special monitoring signal was
connected to the input as shown in Fig. 58. The monitoring signal
had a constant frequency of 2 Hz and a constant amplitude the same
as the actual signal for measurement. Before each measurement, the
input to the OP AMP was switched to the monitoring signal generator
and the output magnitude was observed. While EDR was active the
output would be fluctuating all the time. To compare the impedance
a t «J 1 f f e r exi t f r e q u e n c i e s rn ea n u r e d a t d i f f e r e n t 11 m e t a pa r t i c u I a r
monitor output level was selected as reference. This corresponded
to a certain impedance level of the skin. Each time when this
reference monitor level was attained at the output the actual
measurement signal generator was switched into circuit (to replace
the monitor signal generator) and the output magnitude and phase
were quickly recorded. After this, the switch was m. versed again
to check that no significant change in the monitor level took
place. The same procedure was taken for other measurement frequen¬
cies and in this way all readings could he compared with reference
to the same DC (low frequency impedance level. This method avoided
the use of frequency filters for monitoring purpose making possible
the extension of the measurement range to very low frequencies.
This was of great advantage because from the transient response
study of the thumb impedance described a low-frequency process
in the skin was clearly evident
5.2.2 Results a nd furt her A or k. - ... - - — - -• — ,
p«2.2.1 Discrepancy in low frequency range
The impedance locus for thumb was obtained and plotted (Fig. 5 - 9)-
It dan be seen that the impedance locus at high frequencies can be
described by a circular arc as before, but the low frequency
branch deviates remarkably from the same arc. From the magnitude
plot (Figs 55) it was noted' that a constant slope at rnid frequency
rantre was obtained. Hence it was thought that the impedance model
'J





Fig. 59 Impedance of thumb showing a low frequency departure.
Broken line shows actual locus at low frequencies.
I y ') r, ? 0 p ...r t- — —
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Fig. 5.10 Impedance locus of forearm after sweating. Broken line shows
actual locus at low frequencies.
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Fig. S.ll Impedance locus of thumb after administration of atropine
lor thumb was essentially the same as that in Fig 37 at inter¬
mediate and higher frequencies, but in the low frequency branch
(order of several Hz) another process became more significant and
seriously distorted the arc. This low frequency process could be
in series or in shunt with the original model, but it was almost
certain that a capacitive component must be involved.
This peculiar feature was also observed for other fingers
and for the palm. Nov the major morphological difference between
palmar sites and the forearm was that palmar sites possessed a
higher density of sweat glands (Sec. 13) which, even under thermo-
neutral conditions, were fairly active. It was thus reasonable to
think that the sweat glands were the main cause for such discre¬
pancy i
52.2.2 The role of sweat glands
To support this view two further experiments were carried out. In
the first experiment, the subject was allowed to undergo vigorous
sweating by doing mild exercise in bright sunlight. The degree of
sveating was observed by doing the iodine-starch test (39) on the
i»Ight forearm. When a sWeat pore wax enreting gweat a tiny b 1 u 1 ah-
b1 ack spot cqu1d be seen on tie su rface. After most sweat g1ands
had been activated , the sub j ect was kept in a warrn room to rnaintain
rigorous sweating. The impedance on the left forearm was then
observed, and the impedance locus plotted It was found that under
this condition the impedance dropped by more than an order of
magnitude, and EDRs were observed as in the palmar sites. More
important, both the transient response and the impedance locus
were distorted in a similar manner as in the thumb (Fig. 5.10).
Next, the impedance of the thumb was observed again
with the sweat glands being inhibited. This was achieved by topical
administration of atropine, a cholinergic blocking agent which
prevented the excitation of sweat glands, by the method of ionto¬
phoresis (i.e. driving the drug down the sweat glands by passing
a steady current, see Kef. hO) . The thumb impedance was observed
15 minutes after the iontophoresis process. The result was that
the basal impedance level was increased, and EDRs were total ly
eliminated. In addition, circular arc impedance locus was obtained
without any departure at low frequencies (Fie-. 5-11).
From these observations it is clear that the low-frequency
effect was due to the presence of the filled sweat ducts. But how
did they function to bring about such an effect? In the first place
it is recognized that the full length of the filled sweat duct
behaves like a conductance pathway. We now want to calculate the
resistance of a sweat duct in the length of the comhum. The
following armroximate values are assumed (Sec. 1.5):
average duct diameter,
i od ~ o u f
a nr. rox-i rna he thickness of thumb carneum, t = 700 urn
r p.=; i s t i vi t.v of s w g a t ( 0. V'A T h. CI), P - 120 Tc n
(bv measurement)
where an upper limit for the corneum thickness has been used on
account of the cockscrew pathway of the sweat duct here- From these
values the resistance of a sweat duct across the corneum can be
C 3 1 c u 1 a t 0 cl 3. s
For a 9 mm 0 electrode and for a sweat gland density of dOO per cm'
(Sec. 13) there will be approximately ?.lj0 sweat glands under the
electrode. Assuming that all of them are activated the total
r e s i s t. a n c e d u e t o s w e a t era n d s a 1 o n e i s
This compares well with the extrapolated value of 68 kh from the
circular arc (Fig. 59) Hence we may conclude that the parallel
resistance is almost sole'lv due to the sweat er lands.
5.22.3 Effect of duct wa11 and partia11y fi]1ed iuct
I n t h e above c a leu 1. a t i o n s t w o a ssti m p t i o n s have b e e n rn a de : (1 ) t h e
e 1 ec t ro 1 y tes i.n the derrn 1 s are in good elec tri ca 1 contac t w 11h thc
duct lumen and hence the resistance is mainly due to the epiderma I
portion of the duct; (2) all ducts are fully filled arid are in
izood con tac t w 11h the el ec ode .
In practice the duct wa 11 has a finite resi st.ance ani
i
the total ductal resistance should also include this component
Also, although most palmar sweat glands are active to some extent
at all times, not all of them participate in surface sweating In
fact this has been the basis of the duct-filling hypothesis for
EDRs. Due to these two factors, the actual resistance due to sweat
glands should be higher than expected.
We shall now show that, by inference from the experimental-
data the first assumption is acceptable Assuming that the conduct¬
ance across the duct wall is G and the ductal capacitance is C
rn m
( per unit length units), the situation is similar to a lossy
cable having finite internal resistance (Fig. 512) The cable
equation is given by
s t r a t u m
c orneum
basal layer





(a) Current pathway along sweat duct at dermal level (indicated by arrows)
(b) Cable analog assuming: infinite conductivity in the external fluid.
where V is the potential difference between the duct lumen at distance
x measured from the junction between the dermis and the basal cell
layer of the epidermis; R. is the resistance per unit length ofi
the sweat in the duct lumen From above, the value of R. is' i
Under steady state condition we have
Substituting the boundary conditions the
solution becomes
The resistance of the cable is obtained by summing the transverse
current components Therefore
From Fig 59 the actual ductal resistance is about bO kQ (estimated)
Subtracting the extrapolated value of 68 kQ, and multiplying with
the number of sweat duets, we have
Substituting this value into the above ecuation for R , we hav«
c
from which
At higher frequencies the transverse current density
will be considerably increased by capacitive effect4 and hence the
cable impedance will be much reduced. The characteristic frequencya
at which capacitive currents become significant is
Since the sweat duct wall is composed of two cell layers and an
epithelial coat (Sec- 13) the capacitance is at most equal to
that of four membranes in series. Taking a membrane capacitance
of 10 uF cm (l8 ). we have
From the values of C and G obtained above we may now find a
m m
value for f . Substituting these values into the equation for
o
f 8, one gets
o
This value othe characteristic frequency f 8 is manyo
orders higher than the frequency range ( about 1 Hz) at which the
the departure in the impedance locus is observable. Consequently,
if the duct wall impedance is to be considered, its contribution
to the total impedance should be very small, and in the frequency
range of interest (1 Hz to 1 kHz) it remains essentially as a
pure resistance. As seen in the impedance locus, this effect is
negligible. What is more, it can by no means be the cause for the
low frequency departure in the impedance locus.
Having eliminated the possibility ox the duct wall effect,
we are only left with the probable effect of incomplete filling of
some sweat ducts. In this case the DC current pathway is mainly via
those.sweat ducts that are fully filled only. If an AC current is
applied, more sweat ducts can participate even if they are not in
direct contact with the electrode surface. We now show that this
event always takes place at a frequency lower than the character¬
istic frequency of the extrapolated circular arc. Near the surface
only a portion of the total number of sweat glands are in contact
with the e1ectrode bet the resu11ant rea1stiv11y a t this 1evel be
p , and below this the resistivity due to all sweat ducts be pf
S i n ce Pa v , , i t f o 11 o w s t h a. t t h e s w e a t d u c t p o r t i o n near t h e
surface can be bypassed by the polarization capacitance of the
corneum at a lower frequency than in the lower part. This will be
seen in the impedance locus'as a departure from circular-arc plot
i n the 1 ow f req u enc y branch of th e 1 oc us .
5.2.3 Conclusion
When sweat ducts are filled, they form a DC bypass through the
relatively more resistive corneal layer. The electrical model
is therefore similar to the basic model we derived before ; the
only differnence is that the DC resistance across the corneum is
replaced by the total resistance of the filled sweet duets.
Current passing down the sweat ducts may enter the body
internal circuit through the duct wall at the level Of the dermis,
the resistance of the duct wall being negligible compared with the
length of the duct. This is consistent with the finding that this
part of the duct is ion-permeable as demonstrated by the observat¬
ion of movement of methylene blue from the duct into the connective
tissue (3).
Fig. 513
Equivalent skin model of
palmar sites, Rp is the
resn s hafsoe of a 11 sweat ducts
R- is the resistance of
•riLi








On the other hand, the process of duct-filling, under
normal conditions, may not be complete in all the sweat glands.
In this case a low-frequency departure in the impedance locus can
be observed. The complete electrical model for palmar sites is
represented by the equivalent circuit of Fig. p 13• In this model
the total resistance of all sweat ducts in the lower portion of
the corneurn is represented by R 4 The extrapolated value of ther x
DC resistance from the ideal circular-arc plot is then equal to
(Rp+ R.) . The actual value of the DC resistance should also include
R-j , corresponding to the resistance of the fully-filled ducts in
the upper portion the corneurn, which is seen in the impedance
diagram as a departure from circular-arc locus at lower frequencies.
5.3 factors affecting skim impedance
In the above we have deduced equivalent models representing
skin impedance at two difference sites that are typical of the
general body surface and where there is a high density of sweat-
glands respectively. These model adequately .describe the charac-
t e r i sties o f t h e a kin i rri p e d a n c e a s a f u n ci ion o f t h e m or ph o 1 o g i. c a 1
structure and physiological state of the skin. In reality, the
physiological state of the body is ever-changing, subject to the
temporal variations in the physical factors of the environment and
the body itself. As a consequence, each component of the models
may be quite different at different times, even for the same
location. 1 rom a practical point of view, therefore, it is necessary
to understand how the skin impedance is affected by these factors.
Here we shall point out the effects of some common physical
factors known to affect the skin. The discussion presented, of
course, is not meant to be exhaustive. As a matter of fact, any
physical changes in the environment may have direct of indirect
influence on the skin impedance. What we are concerned with, however,
are those that may create problems in normal practice »
S.'hl T-im.o
In general, the i m p e d a nee i rn m e d i a t e 1 y a f t e r e 1 e c t r o d e a. t tachment
was rather high but then it decreased almost exponentially with
time. The time constant for the drop was about 6 minutes, and a
final quasi-steady value was attained in about 20 - 50 minut es .
T h c 31 a b 11 i z a 11 o n 11 rn e h e q u :i r e d b y a d r y e 1 e c t r o d e w a s a 1 :i 111 e
1ohger than the e 1 -ectrode used with paste and the fraCtiona 1
change was also greater. These results had been thoroughly studi.ee
b v A Irna s i. a n d 8 c hrn i. t1 ( h 1) «
With our vo11age transient set up it was possi 1 1e to
trace the sequence of changes during the stabilization period. Ti
was because the temporal variations in the skin impedance was
rather slow compared with our measurement time with voltage
transient method. From these observations we noticed that during- ...J
stabilization only the resistive component (R ) decreased with time,
o
the polarization component remaining essentially the same throughout.
This suggested that the temporal changes were mainly caused by
increased current pathways under the electrode, probably a result
of increased perspirations trapped within the area or by slight
hydration effect if electrode paste was applied.
5•32 Pressure
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Fig. 5.Ik Spiral spring system for pressure settin
A dry, polished brass plate electrode 15 mm 0 was placed on the
ventral side of the forearm. The site had been thoroughly cleaned
with alcohol followed by stripping with adhesive tape for 2 times.
These procedures ensured that the exposed surface was ideally
clean. The brass plate had a central stem on which a spiral spring
system was mounted (Fig. 5-1)• The electrode was held in position
on top of the skin by means of a holder clamp. By screwing the
clamp, the spiral springs were tightened, producing a pressure on
the skin. The central stem was graduated in 5 mm intervals. As
the copper ring on top was displaced in position, the pressure
set up could be estimated by noting the total displacement of the
-1
springs. With a force constant of 170 gem ' the pressure set up
would be about 50 gem (0.5 Mem ) for each 5 mm increment.
Similar procedures were followed as previously described
with the voltage transient method. A stabilization period of about
20 minutes was allowed until the readings became steady. The
j -A - i . £ .J , . f
pressure was increased from 50 gem to oO gem in steps ox
-2
50 g cm ' , after which it was decreased in similar steps to the
original value. The maximum and minimum pressure were considered
limiting values to produce discomfort or to maintain satisfactory
contact, respectively. For each pressure setting, the voltage
transient response was determined immediately after application
of the new pressure, repeated by the same after about 3 minutes.
Little difference in the two was noticed.
A-ter that, the polished brass electrode was replaced by a
similar one, but this time the electrode surface had been ground
with woodwork sand paper. This produced a rough and irregular
electrode surface. Exactly the same procedures were repeated as in the
above over the same skin site. The results of the two electrodes were
compared.
5 3 -2.2 Re s u 11 s
For the smooth electrode, increased pressure had very little effects
on the parameters (a, Q) , R ) of the impedance. Increasing the
o o
pressure from the lower to the upper limiting value reduced R
by less than 2% with a corresponding slight increase in f (negli-
o
gibly. small), whereas the value of a was virtually unaltered. The
results are illustrated in Fig. b.lp.
On the contrary, the rough electrode showed marked changesV -I
with the application of different pressure. The value of a, as
before, was fairly indifferent to pressure changes, but R decreased
o
drasticaI1y fo11owing an increased pressure At the outset, i.e.
when the oressure was minimum, the value of R was found to be
o
higher than in the previous case with the smooth electroce, Follow-
init an i ncreased pressure , R decreased progressiy e 1 y un ti 1. th etr o
upper limit for pressure was reached, at which time R became closei o
to the value as with the smooth electrode. As the pressure was
gradually removed, the impedance returned to a lower value than
the original one at the start. Along with the changes in R , the
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characteristic frequency (o) ) was found to change in accordance
o
to equation (b.l) in such a way that the polarization impedance,
Ot
(jO)C) , appeared to be fairly constant (Fig. 5,15).
53.2.5 Diseussion
This simple experiment demonstrated the role of the electrode
surface in producing pressure artifact. This could be explained
in t rms of the change in effective surface area of the electrode
with different pressure. For the smooth surface electrode, contact
with the ski 11 was almost1.y perfect even for rnoderate pressure
settings so that an increased pressure did not improve any further.
the rough electrode, however, the electrode surface was interlaced
with grooves and. ridges, and with a small applied pressure only
the outstanding part of the surface was in contact with the skin.
This resulted in a higher resistance value. With an increased
pressure, the effective contact area was considerably increased,
a11owing more resistive paths under the electrode The 1ower 1imit
for the resistance was then that of complete electrical contact,
as in the case of the smooth electrode. Once the electrical contact
was established, only part of it would separate as a result of
reducing the pressure, because the skin appeared to 'stick on' the
electrode surface after the passage of electric current. Throughout
e. 11 t h 8 © e c h a rt g es, t h e p o 1 a r i z a t i a n i n.; p e d a n e e wa s r e 1 a t i. v e .1 y
unaffee ted because it was e s aentia11y a 'd1sp1ac e ment curren t'
£
effect and would therefore be quite independent of the avaiiab1e
conduction paths
When using the dry electrode (e.g. as clinical, monitoring
electrode) two important factors must be considered if a stable and
satisfactory record is desired. Here below is a, brief discussion
n r r nth _
Electrode size and shape
The electrode surface' must have a definite shape, prefer¬
ably flat or slightly curved. If the electrode has a round tip (as
in the search electrodes of some commercial instrument for electo-
acupuncture), the actual surface area in contact with skin well be
uncertain. The effective electrode area will then be determined by
the pressure applied to the electrodef and to the contour of the
skin surface. sThe result, of course, will be unreliable.
On the other hand, the skin surface, if examined on a
semi-microscopic scale, is fairly irregular in nature. This irregul¬
arity becomes more significant when a small surface electrode is
u e d , the c o n tact e u r f a c e b e c o rn i n g 1 e s s c ontro I a b 1 e . The situ a t i o n
is not much improved if a greater pressure is applied as this very
oftor leads to local deformation over the small area on which the
electrode is pressed. More than that, the sharp edge of a small
e 1 e c trode rn a y indent o r even p u n cture t h e s k i n s u rfa c e a n d q u ick 1 y
lowers the skin impedance (HE). This is the problem generally
encountered in practising electroacupuncture. No wonder Noordergraaf
f
and Silage (13) could have found a variability in the skin realstanc
in excess of 30Cj% when a force of 103 N was applied on the small
electrode tin (unspecified size) 1
Preparation of skin and electrode surfaces
If the skin is not clean enough, part of the surface
will be covered by a thin layer of dirt preventing current flow.
This effect is highly sensitive to the application of increased
pressure as this will definitely promote better contact. Before
a dry electrode is applied, therefore, it is helpful to strip the
skin surface with adhesive tape,for a number of times. This simple
procedure will remove aggregates of dirt and ruptured keratin cells
on the surface, providing an ideal electrical contact with the
electrode and as a result eliminating the problem of pressure
artifact in the recorded signal. In such considerations, a stabili¬
zation period is also important for the dry electrode to develop
complete contact with skin through the accumulated perspiration
within the enclosed area.
With a. moist electrode the effective area is almost that
of the entire electrode surface, so that pressure artifact can be
minimized. Lawler (8) observed that the application of pressure up
to 300 gem had no effect on the values of resistance and capacit¬
ance recorded. It was expected that the use of electrode paste
should have the same effect, but the result of Swanson and Webster
(16) showed that a slight reduction in the impedance was observed
with increased pressure. In this case, the change should not be a
result of changes in effective area, but it was Likely that the
application of pressure promoted the permeation of electrolytes
through the corneum, and hence reduced the impedance. The fractions,
change in this case is not so annoying as for dry electrodes.
3. 3 • 3 H v d r a t i o n
5.3.3.1 Hyaration of forearm
The forearm was hydrated by running water over it for about 15
minutes. The voltage transient response before and immediately
after hydration were recorded using the dry brass electrode.
It was found that the effect of hydration was to decrease
the DC resistance 2 . Nevertheless the change was not so remarkable
o
as expected ( only about hG% decrease was observed) showing that
the laminae structure of the corneum over the forearm was fairly
impermeable to water. This explained why the successive application
of electrolytes on the skin surface during the skin-stripping
experiment had so little effect on the measured impedance.
Furthermore, it w8 found that a shorter stabilization period
(only 3 minutes as compared to 20 minutes as mentioned above)
was necessary for the hydrated skin This is a reasonable resultr
as the moisture remaining on the skin surface would fascilitate
e1ec trode contac t in a shorter time than th e simp1e process of
p e r s p i r a t i on •
5 • 3 • 3 2 Hyd rat 1.on of the f inger a
The left thumb was immersed, in water for about 20 minutes. The
impedance locus was determined before and immediately aftert
immersion us iris: the AmAmCl electrode as before.
The impedance of thumb after immersing in water was
found to be larger than its original value (Fig. 516) This
result at first sight seemed unreasonable and contradictory to
our result with the forearm. However, it was noticed that hydration
of the comeum, other than to faseill ,ate current f 1 ow direct!y
through the horny cells, had another important effect on the
palmar surface. When the corneum was hydrated, swelling of the
horny ceils forming; the laminae structure resulted, produdine
Fig. 51 Impedance locus of thumb: (a) normal conditions
( b ) a f t e r i m m e r s 3 0n i n wa t e r; a n d ( c ) a f t e r s w e a t i n g »
a simple mechanical pre 3 £ ure which blocked up the sweat ducts.
This duct-blocking mechanism due to hydration had been confirmed
by microscopic observation of the sweat pores (Ml-) • 'In the palmar
areas where the conduction of current is mainly via the ducts,
this would produce significant changes in the measured impedance.
Moreover, the corneum in these areas are usually much thicker, .so
that the total pressure exerted- on the duct walls would be quite
large•
Sweating
The effect of sweating on the forearm has been described in Sec,
52.2-.2. In general, this results in marked decrease in DC
resistance, obvious ED'Rs, and a low frequency departure in the
impedance locus. All these are characteristic of palmar areas
The effect of sweating on the impedance of thumb was
observed. To increase the rate of sweating, the subject was allowed
to do mild exercise in a warm room. The result was similar to that
of simple hydration (Fig. 316). It was thought that prolonged
surface sweating on the palmar surface resulted in hydration of
the corneum, stimulating the duct-blocking mechanism which in turn
affected the impedance. In this way the duct-blocking mechanism
functions as an 'automatic shut-off1 system which can close up
r
some ducts when the sweating rate becomes too excessive. This may
ne the reason why the palmar areas, in spite of their high density
or sweat glands, are seldom identified with rigorous surface
sweating to such an extent as observed on the chest, forehead, and
the back of the bodv.
The effect of inhibiting sweat gland activities by means
01 iontophoretical application of atropine was observed and the
results have been rioted in Sec. 5.2.2.2. In brief, this increases
the DC resistance, eliminating EDR completely and results in an
ideal circular-arc irrmedance locus.K
S . d „ S Ternr, a ra t.n r e
The effect of temperature on skin impedance was investigated.
The left hand arid forearm was placed in a constant- temperature
enclosure in which the temperature could be controlled from 0°C
to DO°C to any desired value and maintained steady by circulating
water in the outer jacket and nitrogen gas inside :..e enclosure.
T h e ci r c u 1 a t .1 ng wa t er anci ni t r og en wer e bo t h rna i n i. a 1 n e d a t t he
desired temperature by a constant temperature bath and circu1ator
( Forma Scientific 2095) • as shown in Fig•b 17 •
As expec ted, change in tempera ture a 1 f ec r,ed the swe;• 11 nr
r a t e w h i c h w a s a rn a j o r c a u s e f o r c h a n g e s i n s k i n i ni p e d n ri c e . 1 h t j
effect was more remarkable in the palmar areas then on the J orearm
Fig. 5,1.8
Constant temperature system
Upper: constant temp bath
c i r c u 1 a t o r
L o w e r : c o n s t a n t t e rn p e r a t u r e
enclosure
5 36 Conc1us1on
Of the several factors affecting skin impedance, two can be considered
t o be o f f undam enta 1 i.mp or tan c e : the e f f e c t s of e 1 ec t r od e ar ea. a nd
sweating. Both have an effect on the DC resistance pathway. In palms
and fingers surface sweating can be limited by swelled corneal cells
wh 1 eh b 1 ock t;h e duc t s In usi ng a d ry e 1 e c t rode, pr ssur e a r t i f ac t s
can be minimized by (1) skin stripping; (?.) a polished electrode surface;
a nd ( 3 ) rn oist erii ng or imp 1 e perspira ti on ,f
CHAPTER SIX RYODORAKU AND ELECTROACUPUNCTURE
6.1 INTRODUCTION
One modern approach to unveil the myth of the ancient Chinese
Acupuncture methodology is the study of electrophysiological
phenomena on the body surface. Lavier (45) postulated a flow
of 'Galvanic current' induced by stimulation at the acupuncture
-point;- this current being transmitted via a meridian to bring
about regulation of the abnormalities occuring in the related
body organ. Kirn Bong Han (46), a Korean biologist, observed that
the peristaltic mo y erne n t o f t h e 1 a r g e i n t e s t i n e wa s r e f 1 e c t e d i n
a corresponding fluctuation of skin potential at ( jL ik ) b ] - 0 (..»
In China, similar investigation have been reported (1? «• 49).
The hypothesis of electro-physiological interplay in
Acupuncture would imply that the electrical properties of the
acupuncture points and meridians should be in some way different
from other parts of the body. In 1950, Nakatani (50), a Japanese
medical doctor, conducted an extensive survey on the electrical,
conductance over the entire body surface, and claimed that the
skin surfaces over most acupuncture points were more conductive.
He called these points Ryodo points, meaning good conductive or
electropermeable points; the patterns or meridians joining them
was named Ryodoraku- He related these to the activities of the
autonomic nervous system which were known to be closely concerned
with the regulation of some houy functions. He then developed a
method to adjust the malfunctions of the internal organs by
regulating the autonomic nerves- The treatment was known as
Reactive Electropermeable Point Treatment (REPP), and was performed
by applying electrical stimulation at the related eiectropermeable
noints located fev conductance measurements.
Following the report of Nakatani much work had been done
to verify the existence of electropermeable points, but the results
turned out to be controversi a i S om0 ass erted that electropermeable
points were observable in the vicinity of some acupuncture loci
(TP, 46, 51 - 56). Others held that the electrical conductance at
the acupuncture points were not necessarily higher; the locations
of the observed electrpermeable points were indefinite and unrelated
to the established acupuncture loci (57) • Up to the present, no
consensus has vet been reached.
6.2 POSING THE PROBLEMS
One disputable factor in the study of skin conductance is the
reliability of the method adopted. Indeed this is the basis on
which comparison of different results would be of significance.
The general oroblems inherent in measurements of this kind are
those discussed in Sec. 533; the more important ones include
pressure, current density, electrode and electrode preparation,
and sweating. Unfortunately many of the methods currently practised
by most investigators seemed to have little control of all these
factors. Noordergraaf and Silage (3) challenged that the
conductance could be largely affected by deliberate or unintentional
manipulation of the search electrode, and concluded that the
observations could be explained within the framework of biomechanics!
properties of the skin-electrode system. In other words, the
subjective conviction of the investigator may have a strong
inf1uenee On t he out cam e, makIng it e v en more unre1iab1e.
Another difficulty arises from the diversity of the
approaches adopted for the investigation. In summary, there are
three different ways to investigate the point-to-point conductance
on the skin surface. The first is the origina 1 rnethod used hy
Nakatani and some others, in which a DC voltage of 12 to 21 volts
is applied to the skin by means of a dry electrode (1 cm diameter).
At a point where the conductance is thought to be higher a sudden
flow of current occurs, and the subject can feel a stinging
sensation ('+2, 50). In another method, the excitation voltage is
only 1-2 volts or smaller; the conductance is indicated by the
amount of current that can flow. In this case no sensation can
be experienced by the subject (53 - 55) While the first method,
can always locate the electroperrneable points having absolute
conductance maxima, this method at best indicates local maxima
only, and the result has to be tested by statistical and stochastic
methods. The third one is basically an endogenous method in which
certain body signal is measured on the skin surface. The signal
can be an EGG potential (53), or even simply the line frequency
pickup (h2). The main criticism on the last method are the
instability of the signal source and the capacitive effect of
the eridermis.
It should be noted that the last two methods differ
from the original method of Nakatani in one important aspect:
they operate within the linearity limit of skin conductance.
This criterion, though likely to be a more reasonable one to
make, marks the departure from the original conception. There
is no point whatsoever to follow a different approach to tackle
the same problem while the original idea still remains untested.
wilt
Further, it is often .this latter approach that disputes stand up
high (V3, 53, 57), showing that a greater degree of uncertainty
also ensues Based on a series of preliminary investigations we
found that while the excitation (measurement signa L) was small
enough to maintain linearity, no significant local variations irs
conductance could readily be observed on the forearm. Therefore
we shall rule out this approach and concentrate upon the original
method. We shall however modify this method to eliminate, as far
as possible, all physical and human factors that can cause
VAY» .-s J '1 n V1 A-. V--, - t 1 4- .
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6 . i . 1 Pain s e n = a t. i o ri in Rv n i nra Vc n
The stinging sensation characteristic of the Ryodoraku or similar
methods was of great interest. It had been noted earlier that the
UjaS
resistance of the skin.caused by the upper layers of the epidermal
stratum corneum. The structure here was mainly composed of extinc'
horny cells, and certainly was devoid of sensory fibers. Why then
was there the sensation of pain? Was it that the epidermal
resistance at these points ( average specific resistance about
2 ?
1 HQ cm) was so low as the dermal resistance (. 1 kQ cm' ) where
the nerve fibers were embedded? If so the variation of resistance
over these areas must be very distinct and should be easily
identified hv anv methoda. Rut it was not the case.
Obviously this fact was not seriously taken by many
investigators, 1ncluding thoae who practised Ryodoraku therap;
We decided that this would lead to some clues concerning the
r: f 11 P » nr Pirn ri orakn _
o . 3 • 2 T h e E p i. ci u c t i v e T a p e e 1 e c t rode
To begin with it was found that the use of a solvent-activated
tape electrode known as 'Epiductive Tape Electrode1 (electrode
model. 350, Medtronic, Inc.) was of great advantage (59)» The
electrode was in the form of a tape with a conductive silver
microparticle paint on one side. When activated by acetone the
paint could stick onto the skin surface firmly, seeping into the
keratin layer of the skin After a few minutes the solvent dried
out completely, and a firm electrical contact with the skin surface
was obtained This contact could be removed by simply pulling the
tape away. The advantages of using the Epiductive Tape were
m a ny f o 1 d , na rn e 1 y ,
In view of these advantages, the epiductive tape was
employed as a search electrode in place of the conventional dr?;
p1ate e1e c trod e»
(1) • a uniform and stable skin-electrode contact was realisable;
(2) practically no pressure on the electrode was necessary,
producing no indentation or puncturing of the skin;
(3) the electrode could conform to any irregular contour of the
skin surface; and
(h) human factors were reduced to a minimum; no special manipulat¬
ion on the part of both the investigator or the subject was
necessary once the electrode was secured in position
b.k METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
Figure 6 • 1 she ws the system for conductance measurement. A strip
of activated epiductive tape (about 3Hx 1) was pressed on the
forearm. An electrode lead was wrapped in one end of the strip as
connection cable. The arrangement for the indifferent (reference)
s i t e wa s t. h e sa rn e a s he f or e .
Fig. 6.1 Constant voltage method for locating conductance
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A constant voltage (0.5 Hz sine wave) was applied across
the electrodes and the amount of current was read at the OP AMP
output. The advantage of a constant voltage system was that the
current density was independent of the surface area of contact.
As the input voltage was gradually increased from zero, the current
increased in non-linear manner but at an input voltage of about 10V
a sudden step increase in current was observed,. At this point the
subject could feel a sharp pricking sensation at the electrode site
similar to those described in Ryodoraku measurements. Here the use
of a low frequency AC enabled the subject to identify the sensation
easily: the pricking sensation just followed the input zjjythm
closely, appearing at the input peaks and soothing at low or
intermediate levels. Once the stinging sensation had occurred
the input could be lowered to 2 - 5 volts ana the sensation still
remained. This resembled a breakdown phenomenon. Tf the input
voltage level was maintained this could intensify to become more
acute pain sensation. When the electrode tape was removed after
a few minutes, tiny spots of less than 50 pm diameter were observed
on the surface. These spots were then those having a lower
threshold for the breakdown' phenomenon than the surroundinga c
area (this will be explained in the next section). A small metal
e i e c t r o d e (2 rn m 0) p 1 a o e d a t a u c h a s f»o t a h o w e d t h a t t h ft conduct a n e e
was more than the conductance of the surrounding areas. This could
h a r d 1 y b e o b s e r v e d be f o r e h a n d . A rn icroscopic ex a m i n a t; i o n o f t h e s e
spots showed that most of them were not associated with hair
follicles If during the experiment the stimulation was prolonged
the spots would be blackened and become larger in size; in some
cases even a small depression could be observed showing complete
destruction of the top tissues Since nearly all criticisms
concerning electrode deficiencies had been eliminated by the use
the use of the epiductive tape, we considered that these good
conductance spots corresponded to those claimed by Nakatani.
In order to know the pattern of these spots two meridians
( Luna: Vi T and Pericardium 1 ftk Vi ' 5? V6J ' J- - i ± - lb -Ji Fig, 6.2) on
the ventral side of the forearm were examined. Epiductive tapes
were pressed along each meridian and the points having the lowest
threshold for pain sensation were located. A total of 9 subjects,
aged from 17 to nO. were studied using this method.
65 PEE TIT,TP AND DTE HIT EE T ONE
6.9.1 E x ti is r i m e n t a 1 r e s u I t s
In all 9 subjects it was found that good conductance spots
associated with stinging sensation could be found in the vicinity
of t h e t w o m e r i d i a n s . H o w e v er, s u c h p o :i n t s w e r e char a c t: e r i z e d b y
t h f o I I o w i n i f n h ft r r v a f. i o r n r
(1) Although some of the points might be considered close toA
certain acupuncture points, most of them fell in an irregular
oattern and all alienated from the acupuncture points and meridians
+1 rvt- I- -i. i _c v- a. £ n jn T •
in.. i.'U2igr and rv,_ ..
U( vt cz l i ,X f ) r- -J~
Ds t rQ n p pt -p iA s , - 6 points
1 f iV L A Kin P K ! -r-
Fig- 53 Spots of pood conductance on (a) left and (b)
right forearms showing the unsymmetrical pattern. The
soots shown are a 1 ong the pericardium me ridi .X.
(a) (b)
(2) The points located in all 9 individuals were all different.
No general pattern could he derived on statistical basis.
(3) When other anatomically similar locations were examined, spots
of good conductance could be found with similar ease, although
no known acupuncture points and meridians were in association
with these areas.
(+)' In four individuals both left and right limbs were studied,
but the pattern on either limb turned out to be unsymmetrical
r- f
From these evidence it was clear that even with our
relatively small sample of cases no definite correlation between
the observed spots of good conductance and the acupuncture point
could be justified. This would be better understood, if the natur
_ ... _ i 1 „ . _
h . r. P N?i 111 r f of' trnnrl c. nnduc t n m c pno i
11 was noted that the occurrence of acute pain sensation when
pass i n g a n e 1 ec trie cur r ent t r a. n scut a n e ou s 1 y wa s a 1 s o d i s c o v e r e d
elsewhere. In electrocutaneous stimulation for sensory substitution
for the deaf very sharp- pricking sensation con] d be elicited by
the signal (a series of rectangular current-limited pulses) even
at a relatively low input level. In a thorough study of this artifa'
t
Mason and Mackay (60) concluded that the sensation was caused by
1 r n I -i A 4- V. «£ y~r» n 1 rx F F ra r f- r.y. F rm o : nn 4 o r -n 4 Vi o W i n _
It was thus likely that the spots located in our case were due
to a similar effect. In order to show this, it was rioted that the
threshold thermal density for pain resulting from radiant heat
-2
stimulation was H - 1.Op Worn (ol). Equating this to the power
dissipated in a constant voltage system,the threshold voltage to
produce thermal pain is
12
V = (ERA) volts
where R is the resistance of the spot and A is its area. The
average value of R was found to be of the order of 500 kQ (after
stimulation). Taking the diameter of the spot to be C)Q prn, the
threshold voltage would he about 3 volts. This is in good agree¬
ment with our previously noted value of 2 - 5 volts.
Before skin damage the resistance of the spot should
be higher, and would therefore demand for a higher threshold
voltage. In our experiment the initial threshold was about 8 to
j 8 volts. 5 u bstitut i n g a n a vera g e v a 1 u e o f 3.3 v o 3 t s i n t o t h e
above equation for the threshold voltage, the original specific
resistance (product of resistance and area) of the spot can
be calculated, giving
This value is may orders of magnitude smaller than
our previous result for the specific resistance of the skin
(about 1 MQ cm on the average). This 1s why the burning effect
did not spread through the whole surface under tne electrode taoe.
However, the skin might have local spots having relatively smaller
resistance, and it was here that the thermal effect took olace.•4.
These spots might be due to the presence of structural defects,
scratces, or filled sweat glands. But the exact nature is still
unknown. These became the most susceptible points on the skin, but
because of their relatively small size and scarcity in number, thej
were hardly noticeable wh i using a macro surface electrode. If a
large excitation was applied, these spots would be automatically
'developed® when localized thermal damage spread through the
cellular structure in the immediate vicinity.
P . h • r. ON f. T T T Q TOM
From our earlier studies on skin impedance it has been found that
the resistance mainly resides in the top part of the stratum
cornsum As the structure here is mainly composed of extinct celli
it is difficult to see how the electrical properties of these
c e 1 Is c a. n be relat e d to spots of acupuncture w h i c h a re us u a 11 y
1.oca ted ® deep w 11 hin muscle ' (57 ) • However, i f such a r e 1 a t i on
did exist, they would undoubtedly provide much convenience to
our understanding of acupuncture. Probably this is the chief
rpnc;nn «hv t hi « t. orris hnfi received so much attention.
With the epiductive electrode a much more reliable
method for conductance measurements is imp.lementable. Being lirnite
by the supply of the electrode tape we were not able to take rr.ore
samples for the study. However, this was not so much important;
since for this project we were more concerned with the techniques
-«L
for reliable measurement than taking samples. Even so, the results
signified a random nature in the spots of high conductance value,
and no regularity in the observed pattern could be identified on
the whole or on the individual basis. Consequently there is the
reason to doubt Nakatani's claim for the Ryodoraku pattern.
We have also shown that the stinging sensation when
a Ryodoraku point was located was in fact the result of thermal
damage. This might at first develop in tiny spots of smaller
electrical resistivity, and once started the burning effect
became accumulative until all the neighbouring structure had
been destroyed. After that the resistance of the entire small
area was greatly reduced, so that the spots became more easily
observable than before stimulation. This might be a more reason-
ab1e exp1anation for the so-calied Ryodoraku.
CHAPTER SEVEN CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
7.1 EQUIVALENT MODELS
The impedance of the skin has been found to exhibit very interest¬
ing properties. In the frequency plots, the straight line portion
in the intermediate frequency range has a slope less than unity,
showing that a power-law'relationship is involved. This is more
explicitly shown in the complex impedance plots which has been
found to be in the form of a circular-arc locus with the centre
being displaced down from the real axis. These graphical represen¬
tations, when put together, can be concisely explained by an
equivalent electrical network consisting of a constant phase
admittance and a shunt resistance The constant phase admittance
possesses frequency-dependent properties such that it has a
constant phase angle and the magnitude varies as some powers (a-1)
of the frequency. This property cannot be explained by ordinary
electrical components or any combinations of such components, and
f
so it is not appropriate to treat the skin simply as a dielectricf t
material. Sometimes it may be convenient to interpret the frequency
characteristics as arising from a series of dielectric layers of
varying relaxation properties and that the relaxation time of each
la,, r is governed by a certain distribution law (7, 37, 38).
However, this does not explain why such a restriction is always
valid. Furthermore, it is not appropriate to assume any particular
form for the structural representation without due regards to its
nature and physical significance. There is one important point
which is most relevant to our understanding of a biological
impedance. In a physiological system the flow of electric currents
is acco lished by ionic movements in an electrolytic solution.
This will make it very different from non-electrulytic materials
in which electric currents are carried by free electrons (or holes).
Since free ions must be present in pairs, either of them will
respond to an applied field and their motions will be coupled to
each oiher. The processes of ionic conduction and polarization
will then be ascribed to a different nature as electronic conduct¬
ion and polar relaxation, and hence the terms conductivity and
dielectric constant should have different meanings. Any attempt
to describe an electrolytic system as an ordinary conductor or
dielectric is just to ignore the existence of the electrolytes.
In view of this, it will be more appropriate to consider
the skin impedance as reu 11i. 11 g Frorn ioni c conduc 11 on and po 1 a r iza -
tion effects of the skin cell layers. As such the impedance will be
in the form of a polarization capacitance combined with a resistance.
I
This approach receives justification as one finds that a biological
cell alone may possess similar frequency dispersion effects.
Taking the cellular lamina as a structural unit, it is possible
to construct a structural equvalent model to describe the impedance
makeup of the skin. From the skin-stripping experiment, it has been
found that the impedance resides in the stratum corneum of the
epidermis, and that the few cell layers in the stratum nearest to
the surface determine the overall impedance. This result disproves
the hypothesis for a definite 'water barrier' in the epidermis,
but rather the impermeability is caused by the laminae structure
of the entire stratum corneum, with increasing effects towards
the surface. If sweat glands are present, they form a ready bypass
for the current to discharge into the body internal circuit at
the level of the dermis; the result is a marked reduction of the
shunt resistance. The effect of some partially filled ducts is
that the shunt resistance is appreciably higher at DC than at
higher.frequencies. In the impedance plane this will be demonstrated
as a low freouencv departure from the circular-arc locus.
?.2 PHYSICAL FACTORS AFFECTING SKIN IMPEDANCE
Of the many physical factors causing changes in the skin impedance
two processes are found to be fundamental. The first is the state
of sweating. All physical factors (e.g. temperature, psychological
state, humidity, etc.) that can affect sweating rate can be
considered as secondary in producing variations of the skin
impedance. In the palms and fingers, excessive sweating has
»
another effect to block the sweat ducts, thereby increasing; the
impedance. This 'automatic shut off mechanism appears to be the
major cause for the restrained surface sweating in this region as
compared to other parts of the body where a large quantity of
surface sweating is possible.
The other factor to be considered is the effective
contact area. It is believed that pressure and movement artifacts
in using a dry electrode is mainly the result of variations of
the unstable contact area. If a dry electrode has to be used, it
is advisable to have perfectly cleaned surfaces on the skin and
on the electrode. This may be conveniently achieved by skin-
stripping and electrode surface polishing respectively.
Both sweating and change of contact area primarily affect
the conductance pathway only. The polarization capacitance of the
corneum is relatively unaffected.
7.5 ELECTR OACUPUWCTB RE
The occurrence of electroperrneable points, or Ryodoraku, on the
skin surface has been found to. be associated with thermaJ
breakdown of the stratum corneum. The breakdown leaves tiny
spots on the skin surface of considerably reduced resistance,
arid simultaneously produces burning pain. Since no regular
pattern for the electropermeab'le points can be identified, the
occurrence of these points should be considered as surface defects
rather than the result, of electrhy'siological correlates.
7. + TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
The transient response of a biological impedance with phase
constant a is a well-defined time function. For integral or
simple fractions of a, it is possible to find a concise mathe¬
matical expression for the function, but for a to be an arbitrary
constant, it has to be evaluated numerically at discrete time
intervals. For a to be in the range (0.5, 1.0) the curves can
be fitted to any experimental response curves to obtain the
parameters characterizing the impedance function. This is provided
by a simple iteration scheme making use of the converging
properties of the response curves (the curves corresponding to
different a values clusters around the 51% point). The ease with
which the parameters can be estimated is of great importance if
the transient method is to be a useful technique. In our experi¬
ment with the skin the method has proved to be satisfactory in
providing the required accuracy and measurement speed.
7.5 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
(1) The vol age transient technique implemented in our measure¬
ments suffered from several limitations: (a) the response
time was not fast enough to cope with measurements of
impedance functions having higher characteristic frequencies;
(h) only discrete points in the response could be sampled for
extrapolation; ( c ) the mea-ured result was easily affected
by other series components.
A better scheme is to ultilize computer on-line processing.
The response sirrnal can he loaded to a mini-computer through
an AD converter and multiplexing circuits; the curve-fitting
and iteration process can be executed simultaneously through
soft-ware control. This facilitates a better measurement
speed, accuracy and response time.
(2) The non-linear behaviour of the skin impedance consequent— ±
upon a large excitation signal is a subject of interest.
The possible causes for this are (a) dielectric breakdown
(62); (b) thermal damage (60); (c) water transport across
•the corneum (63) A thorough understanding of the basic
mechanism will enable flexibilities in the application of
transcutaneous therapy or sensory substitutes.
(3) More individual samples is needed to support or disqualify
the avocated pattern of Ryodoraku. The method developed in
this project has proved to be reliable and should be useful
useful for further investigation.
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In our study on the skin impedance it was found that the impedance• X.
possessed a peculiar frequency dispersion effect, namely that it
could be described by a constant phase frequency-dependent component.
Later it was found that the overall impedance of the skin could be
decomposed into cellular units of similar form. That is to say, in
order to understand the nature of the skin impedance more completely,
it would be neccessary to start from the cellular level - to find
the nature of the impedance in a single biological cell. There is
a wealth of literature on this topic, all pointing to the properties
of the cell membrane. In general, three approaches have been used
in characterizing ion permeation across the membrane (1): the
e1ectrodiffusion theory formu1ated by Nernst and Pia11ck, the theorv
o f i r r e v e r s i b 1 e t h e r rn o d y n a rn i c s , a n d t h e t r a n s i t i o n t h e o r y W e a. r e
more interested in the electrodiffusion model because this is more
powerfu1 in Predicting thakire tic behaviour » In princip1e, ai. X. .)• S
d.1 ffusion pr• ocess wi 11 give rise to a frequency-dependent impedance,
This effect has been noted in ca1cula11ng the AC diffusion impedance
A »
of a p~.n junc tion diode (P). We shall try to apply the electro-4
diffusion model in the consideration of a cell membrane, However,
we shall point out the misconception in the conventional develop¬
ment of the model. The misconception has been generally taken for
granted, and inevitably has led to inconsistent results. With some
modifications we shall show that the electrodiffusion model can be
a powerful approach in predicting the membrane frequency characteris¬
tics .
PHAPTFR FTKWT MFMRDAMF T MPFFiAMPF
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Consider a membrane system as shown in Fig. 8,1. The following
assuir-Dti on.q arp
(1) The membrane is of constant thickness d, is homogeneous, and
is infinite in extent in the transverse plane.
(2) For simplicity the permeating ions are assumed to be of a
single salt, and are univalent.
(3) The ions are completely dissociated (activity coefficient = 1),
(T) Ion mobilities are constant over the range considered and are
the same within the membrane as in the free solution.
(5) Osmotic and hydrostatic pressures are assumed to be negligible.
Ion convection is also neerlimible,
We are interested in knowing how the ions will permeate
through the membrane. For an ionic species moving under trie
influences of a concentration p;radient and an electric field, the
solution 1 membrane solution 2
Fig. 8.1 A membrane separating two solutions.
Nernst-Planck equation gives the resultant flux The ionic currents
for a cation and an anion are respectively given by:
( 8.i :
( 8.2 )






and the subscripts p and n refer to cations and anions respectively
0
The Nernst-Planck equations are fundamental to the study
of electrodiffusion processes inside a membrane. We shall proceed
to solve these equations for the ionic fluxes and concentration
and potential profiles. In doing so, two additional relations are
helpful. The first is given by the continuity equations which
describe the variations of ionic fluxes and the concentration
profiles. The other is the Poisson's equation for the potential




where r ~ net charge density
f ~ electric permittivity
If a steady current is maintained through the membrane,
we have,
(6.6;
Equations (8.3 - 8.6) are the constraints to be imposed in solving
(8.1) and (8.2).
The continuity equations (8.3) and (8.4) can be stated ir
a more convenient form. Differentiating equations (8.1) and (8.2)




8.2 • EL EG T P. ON EU T R A LIT Y OR SPACE CHARGE?
8.2.1 Microscopic electroneutralitv
The primary goal in electrodiffusion analysis is to solve equations
(8.1, 8.2) subject to the constraints of (8.3 - 8.6). It will
readily be seen that these partial differential equations are
not easily separable unless some simplifying assumptions can be
made Such assumptions may not be realistic , but so long as they
are consistent within the framework of analysis the results can
be tested experimentally for validity.
One simplest approximation to make is the use of the
Laplace equation in lieu of the more rigorous Poisson equation
(8.5). That is,
( 8.9 )
This is equivalent to stating that the principle of electro-
neutrality applies to the membrane not only as a whole (macros¬
copic electroneutrality) but also on a point-wise basis (micro¬
scopic electroneutrailty)• This assumption obviously affords a
substantial mathematical simplification ( 3)» and because of this
it has become the basis of most studies concerning electrodiffusion
(0.
Putting the Laplace equation (o9; into the continuity
eaua t i ons ( 8 ? ) and (88), one ge ts
( 8,10)
( 8.11 )
Equations. (8.10) and (8,11) can be rearranged to eliminatei
terms containing the electric field component, giving
( 8,12 )
Since microscopic electroneutrality is assumed we may write
C —C = C. We note that the ionic mobilities and diffusion coeffic-
P n
ients are related by the Einstein equation
( 8 .1 s )
where R is the molar gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature•
Consequently equation (8.12) becomes
( 8.i+ ;
where is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient.
Equation (8.1f) can be solved directly once the boundary
conditions and the type of forcing function are specified. In
general, the steady-state concentration profile will be in the
form (5)
( 8.15 )
where Cq is the mean concentration throughout the membrane in the
zero current steady-state condition, and C1(x,t) is the variable
part of the concentration.
For a sinusoidal perturbation the second terra of (8.15)
can be written as
( 8.16 )
Hence equation (8.14) can be written as
( 8.1? )
and the solution immediately follows.
8.2.2 Several nuerri.es
The approach discussed above was generally adopted by many authors
(for example, Sandblom et al«, Ref. 6) as being analogous to the
transport of electric charges in semiconductors. Before we examine
it more closely we shall quote some arguments put- forward by A.gin
(7) in opposition to the assumption of microscopic e1ectroneutra1jty
They are summarized as follows:
(1) Microscop1c e1ec tron?ut fa 1ity is a sat J factory approximation
only if the following conditions can hold:
(a) In the time domain, the relaxation time of the substance
is very much shorter then the time span of a certain event.SJ
(b) In the space domain, substantial depa ares from electro-
neutrality may occur only over very short distance of the
order of a few Debye lengths (the Debye shielding length
is a measure of the extent to which space charge can be
held at the expense of thermal energy For physiological
systems it is on the order of several angstroms) If the
space of interest is great enough such departures may be
negligible.
However, the membranes are very poor conductors having a
relaxation time of the order of milliseconds, and they are
usually no more than several Debye lengths in thickness
Therefore it is quite doubtful if the assumptions can still
be valid
(2) At an interface between two phases the discontinuities of
dielectric constant and charge density are such that a
diffuse layer of accumulated charges is completely necessary
on both sides of the boundary For a thin structure like the
membrane, the rk-t charge density does not have room to decay
to ?,ero 'within the two bounding edges, so thafc the assumption
of electroneutra1xty w111 be serioue1y vio1ated
-,-11 f c
(3) As the electric permittivity is of the order of 10 , v_ a
extremely small values of charge density can. still produce
b u b b t a n t i a X d i v a r g o n c e o f t h a e i e c t r i o f 1 e I d «
From these considerations it would seem worthwhile to
take heed of the unlimited use of the electroneutrality require-
nent in working out the electrodiffusion models. A detailed
discussion was presented by Cole (8) to review the inability of thc:
classical electrodiffusion theory to describe the behaviour of the
squid axon, and this led him to conclude that without some modifi¬
cations the approach was completely unrealistic. As Agin saw it,
a serious examination of the properties of space charge regions
in the membrane might provide surer ground.
8.2.3 Inconsistencies arisinp; from electroneutralitv
Although the arguments advocated by Agin was sound enough to arouse
J
suspicion in the validity of electroneutrality, it was not so
powerful to disqualify the use of it completely. We shall show
that the assumption of microscopic electroneutrality is self-
contradictory and leads to trivial results.
For convenience the continuity equations (8.10, 8.11,
8 -1. k) are rewritten here in terms of the variable part of the
co ne ent ration
( 8.18 )
( 8 19 )
( 2.?n )
where C' = C'(x,t) . - •! O V- f f »'• i ' v { M? w- 5 w r a ; ! v t v
vl - '
At this point most authors would ignore (8-l8, 8,19) and go on
straight to solve (8.20) directly. However, a careful re-examination
of all three equations shows that the system of equations are not
consistent at all.
Let us first substitute (8.21, 8.22) into (8,1.8), This
£iv G S
i 0)t j? X) t
Separating terms containing e and et we have
( 8,23 )
( 8.2L ;
Similarly equation (8.19) an be separated into
( 8,25 )
Q f
; u »2 o )




Since in general D Dp , equation (8.2?) results. This condition
is also consistent with equation (8.2i, 8.26) where the concentrat¬
ion gradient is then necessarily zero. From equations (8.15), (8.16),
i f, i s o h v i cm p t.h n t
( 8.28 ;
Equation (8.28). states that under steady conditions the concentrat-
i
ion of .each ion species must be constant everywhere inside the
membrane. If so the statement of (820) is nothing more than a
tautology and the solution thereof must be totally irrelevant
f his vital point was virtua 11 y ignored by rriany au thors worki ng
iri thi i=? f 1 e i d ( d . b - 6 1
If the condition (82?) is substituted into equation?
(8.1, 8.2), the ionic currents can be obtained as
Hence under electroneutrailty condition the ions can only move
under constant drift This is obviously the case for an infinite
volume of electrolytes, but for the membrane of only 100 in
thickness this result is completely at variance. If only trie
drift component was present, the membrane vould not have such
properties as capacitance and potential at all. In conclusion
we may say that the assumption of microscopic electroneutrality
is identical to stating- that the membrane is no different from the
bulk of the electrolytic solution, and any attempt to infer a
form for the concentration profile is as misleading.
8.3 • SOLUTION OF NERNST-PLANCK EQUATIONS FOR A MEMBRANE IN
SPACE CHARGE
8.31 A simple relation for ionic concentrations
If the simplifying assumption of electroneutrality is not permissi¬
ble, it will be much more difficult to find a solution for the
Nernst-Planck equations (8.1, 8.2) Since the Laplace equation
(8.9) does not hold, the next lower order approximation applied
to the situation of a membrane? will be the Pol as on equation (Bo;
For a net space charge to occur, the ionic concentrations C andj.




where p and n are the perturbed ionic concentrations and C is the
o
mean concentration. It should be noted that the mean ionic
concentration (over the whole membrane) is assumed to the same
for both cation and anion. This is necessary for the membrane to
be electrically neutral macroscopically. In other words
( 8,31 )
where f is the net charge density. For a sinusoidal forcing function
we have the linearized forms
Cj
i O » j
( 8,33 )
S1 rni 1 ar 1 y, the Nerns t~P1 anck equa t ions (8,1, 8.2) and the continu11y
equations (8.?, 8.8) can be linearized by assuming p, n to be
n e g 1 i g i h 1 e c o rn p a r e d w i t h C T hu s ,
( 8.3 a )
( 8.35 )
( 8h7n
( Q -7 n
The last two equations can be put into the forms
( 8,38 )
( 8.39 )
where the Einstein relation (8,13) has been ultilized Adding
and subtracting (3-38) and (8.39) gives
( R . U n v)
( 8.41 )
These equations are not easily separable unless when the following
re 1 a t :i 0n is sa t i sf ied :
( 8.42 )
This equation shows a simple relation between p and nv and will be
ultilized for the solution of (8.38) and (8.39)« Te note that the
o = k n
condition of microscopic neutrality, namely p = n, is a particulai
solution of (8.2) only. In general k • 1 and the exact value of
k can be inferred from the solution of (8,38) and (839) Before
this, we first note that the net charge density can be expressed
in terms of k as
( 8A3 )
Substituting the Poisson equation (85) into (836. 83?) and usirq
these expressions for P, we have
These two equations can be rearranged to give the simpler forme
( )
r Q f. r
( O e 45 ?
w here ( 8.T6 )
( 8.4? )
' are the dif fusion lengths.
Equations (844, 8.45) are both simple second order differential
equations with the solutions in the form
Mow if p and n are to be similarly proportional to each other




This 1ast equation specifies the va1ue of k. Writing
( 8.49 )
( 8.50 )
where R is the Debye shielding length, v 8„do) simplifies tom
(8.5] )
Here an approximation for the above equation proves helpful. We
note that the ionic mobilities of most ions in the membrane are of
— IP ? — 2 —1
the order of 10 m s V (8) so that the diffusion coefficients
-1 k p » i
at room temperatures are of the order of 10 m~s This implies
The Debye shielding length R under physiological conditions isrn
approximately 10 a (h). From these values.
so that at moderate frequencies the midd 1 e term of (8-51) can be
neglected Consequently we may have a more convenient expression
for k. That is,
( 8.82 )
( 8.53 )
It should be noted that the first solution in (853) is trivial
(e1ectrone ut ra111y ) a nd correspo nds to free elect r o1y tic so1u tions
of immense volume. The second solution indicates another state of
ionic transport in which a gain in the cation concentration is
coupled, to a loss in anion concern ration, in equal quantity. The
reverse is also true. This strikingly simple expression for k
suggests a very interesting feature of ionic transport involving
two species - only two states can take place: either electroneutra-
lity is maintained or a space charge is set up with equal and
opposite changes in the two ionic concentrations. This statement
is exact under DC steady state condition or if the diffusion
coefficients of the two ion species are equal.j- 1
At higher frequencies equation (8.pi) must be used and
the complete solution for k is thus
( 8.54 ;




Two special cases are noted;
-it
(1) In DC steady state, oj = 0, ther
( 8.57
corresponding to the neutrality and space charge condition respect¬
ively. The second solution is quite reasonable since the decay of a
space charge is characterized by the Debye shielding length.
(2) D =1) For eaual diffusion coefficients k = - 1 and the
n r
diffusion lengths are given by
( 8.s8 )
( 8. so
p '5.2 Solutions for concentration profiles
Having found the value of k we may now proceed to solve for the
concentrati.on prof iles. From equations (o . Tn t o «'+ b ),
For the condition p = kn to hold everywhere in the membrane, it
is also necessary that
Hence we hav e
( 8,60 )
From eouation (8 31)
Therefore
A solution for the above eouation is
Substituting into (8.6o), we have
( 8„6 L )
' p r - Ni o. o J
( 8.63 )
and hence
Tt is interesting to note that the concentration profile is
s. svmrnet rica 1. i.e..
( 8.61 ;
Similarly ( 8.65 )
( 8.66 )
( y 7 )O ( J
8.3«3 Solution for ionic currents
Once the concentration profile is specified, we may obtain a
solution for the potential profile and from these results the
total ionic current can be determined. From Poisson equation
(8.5)1 and using the relation P = p(k - 1)k
w h e r e i s a c o n s t a n t f i e 1 d .
Integrating once more from 0 to d,





The concentration gradients are obtained by differentiating
equation (8 61) and (8.63) » '-bus,
( R 71 •o (x j
c 8.72 )




In most cases the mobilities of the two ion species are not too
much different, so that Also we are most
interested in the frequency dispersion occuring at moderate or
low frequencies. Conseauently the equation (8.52) is a reasonable
approximation. This gives From equation (8 • 58 ), the
diffusion length is given by
( 8.75 )
( 8.76 )w h P r P
With equations (8.55) and (8.75) the equations for the ionic
c u r r e n t s t h e n b e c o m e
( 8 .7 7 )
( 8,?8 )
LL M YY 1a V o v~ a -r m r, n n rt w
From eauations (8.77). (8.78). thp total current
( 8,79 )
where for convenience (d) is used in place of P(0) because for
current injected in the negative direction P (d) will be positive,
The value of P (d) is determined by the boundary condition at
x = d , namely the current density must be continuous. This require
a knowledge of the boundary process pertaining to the membrane-
solution interface. There are two hypothesis for the boundary
process One is to assume that in the steady state the membrane?
surfaces are in Donnan equilibrium (3)» In other words, the ionic
concentrations on either side of the boundary, and just next to
it, are related by the Nernst potential Injection of current
across the boundary is achieved by altering this potential. This
is analogous to a pn junction in which excess charge carriers are-
injected across the junction by applying a bias potential. Another
approach is to assume that the ionic concentration at the edge of
the membrane is just proportional to the external concentration;
the proportionality constant is given as the 'partition coefficient'.
This approach was ultilized by Hodgin and Katz (9) in evaluating
the resting membrane potential.
Since no definite description of the membrane boundary
proce-ss is available we shall not involve in it in detail. But
rather, we shall simply assume that the boundary charge density
p(d) is proportional to the externally applied potential. This It
a reasonable assumption because in the linearized form the total
ionic qurrent rnust be pr0portiona 1 to the app 1 i ed v o 11age.
Similarly the transmembrane p.d. is also proportional to the
externa1 app1led v o11age. D enoting th e latter by V , these imp1y
where a' , a... are constants,
It follows from equation (8.79) that at the boundary the current density
is given by
( 8.80 )
Equation (8.80) gives the membrane admittance. Several points car
be noticed;
(1) There is an irrational part, given by the first term inside
the large bracket, of the membrane admittance. This will
give rise to frequency dispersion in the membrane impedance
characteristic and may probably be the cause for the observed
anomalous frequency dependent component.
(2) The term 1300X indicates that the membrane may possess an
inductive effect. This point has been noted by Cole (10) in
experiments with the squid axon membrae, and remained unexplained
From (8.80) we note that for a thin membrane the inductive
component may be quite significant at low frequencies.
(3) The last term of equation (8.80) corresponds to simple di'ifi
and is equiva 1 ent io a pure resiatance •
These can be summarised in the equivalent circuit as
illustrated in Fig. 8.2 The experimental equivalent circuit of
Cole is also drawn for comparison. For convenience (8.8 C) is
( 8.81 :
where A, , A0 are constants and Y = d2R
(
Fig« 8.2 Eq uiva1e n t circult for memb rane impe d a nee.
(a) theoretical: (b) Sauid axon membrane enuivalent circui
Z1 - pure resistance; Z0- frequency-deperident componen
Z - i ri due t i v e c o rn pone n t.
In I, (
.U
Fig. 8.3 Impedance locus calculated from eauation (8.8l)• Units shown are arbitrary.
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Equation (o S1 ,) is evaluated numerically for dif ferent
values of Y and A f and the results are presented in Fig. 8.1.
It can be seen that the loci aj.iproxirr.ate to semi—circular arcs at
low frequencies and at the high frequency end a constant phase
angle is obtained for all loci 'The shape is in general agreement
with the results obtained for the plant cell membranes as illustrated
T?a ~ R i.
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Microscopic electro-neutrality is valid only for a large and unifor
volume of electrolytic solution« For a thin membrane in contact
with an aqueous solution, the effect of space charge should be
considered The net space charge results from a difference in the
concentration of the ionic species. If the two ionic concentrations
can be related by a simple ratio the diffusion equations can be
solved directly giving a frequency-dependent impedance with an
p n rl n n t S ud r- rrr, rm -n }' .
Once the boundary process is known a complete solution
for the membrane impedance would be possible. The approach can
be ext ended to inc 1 ude more permea 11n g ioni c '»pee:i. es » J n the oane
of a membrane separating 2 ionic solutions of different concent rat¬
ion a and compositions f other -mem b rare properties such as recti.fi nut
»
ion and DC membrane potential could be evaluated. This would
definitely provide a better approximation than the simple assumption
of el pn t.rnnpn f- ra 1 -i fv
If the cell membrane impedance can possess frequency-
dependent characteristics there is no wonder why the impedance of
the skin can be described by the same characteristics. However,
for a skin stratum of many cellular laminae of inhomogeneous
properties the situation will be more complicated. In this case
each ceil lamina may have a frequency characteristic of its own
and hence a slight distribution effect results. Certainly more
work would be necessary if a more precise description of the
rS i r -« 4 V%A lr-i 4 4 v-i . -p P - rv 4~ -4 — v-v r-« -wr ,-3
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